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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk.
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Paul Tubb, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Summer 2017:

July 22nd and 23rd, AGM, Stratford, hosts Paul, Pat and Patrick Tubb

Autumn 2017:

October 21st and 22nd, Arundel, host Joanna Urbanek

Christmas 2017:

2nd December, Lunch, Cheshire (to be finalised)

Spring 2018:

23rd, 24th, 25th March, Looe, Cornwall, hosts Simon and Melanie Whitlock

Newsletter Deadlines
Autumn 2017:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st October 2017

Cover Picture…
A Celtic Design - Aberdeen Teapot and Tray, second period. New research by Helen Rankin and Fergus Cleary now show us
that this design by Alice Jacob should be considered along with the other Celtic designs of Belleek tea ware. Helen Rankin's
major article on Alice Jacob, a previously overlooked designer in the Irish Arts and Crafts and Celtic Revival school.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Long may the Gatherings continue! This time it was in Enniskillen and Belleek in April to celebrate the 160th anniversary of
the Pottery. Although you might expect me to say this: it was fabulous... it was friendly, lively, informative and held largely at
the excellent Killyhevlin Hotel in Enniskillen where the rooms, food and meeting places are exceptional. This makes a good
centre and is only about 25 miles from Belleek, which we visited for various events. It was lovely to meet our friends there. A
full description of this Gathering is given later, so I'll say no more about it here, but let me give you a couple of stories...
We flew in from England to Belfast City Airport and obtained a hire car from Budget - now I hope no-one from Budget is
reading this... but during our stay we were guilty of a misdemeanour. As we were collecting our contract from the Budget desk,
the clerk asked us (in passing) if we were going into the Republic of Ireland. We all know that Enniskillen and Belleek are both
in County Fermanagh, Northern Ireland... so I said no. Apparently it would have cost an extra £23 per day if we were going
south to the Republic. No problems... but a few days later, approaching Belleek on the lovely lough road from Enniskillen what was this? A sign in kilometres per hour and a new road number, the R920 - I thought we were on the A46! But no.... this
is just one of the very many peculiarities of the Irish border. From Enniskillen on the lake road, you absolutely can't get into
the centre of Belleek without passing through (a very little bit of) the Republic of Ireland - it's only 200 metres, but I had
completely forgotten this quirk of geography. You go past the petrol station and shop with "Welcome to Donegal" emblazoned
on it - then, before you know it, you cross the Erne and you're back in County Fermanagh... another 100 metres and you're at
the Pottery. So, apologies, Budget Car Rentals, I spent about 10 seconds in the Republic of Ireland - I suppose I owe you £23.
Heavens knows how all this will be managed once we have achieved Brexit - SORRY, I promised myself I would avoid any
mention of politics! Apart from this little blip, I don't think I was guilty of any other lapses... although, on a totally different
topic, during our trip I did conceive what Baldrick would have called a "cunning plan"... we had some spare time when we
reached Enniskillen on the Thursday so we went into town, had the obligatory scones and coffee (Bev always insists on the
scones as she says that the ones in Ireland are the best you can get - and I would certainly have to agree with her on this) and
then walked down the hill on the main street to O'Doherty's butchers. We always try to go to O'Doherty's - it is really
something of a pilgrimage for us. This butcher is famous for Fermanagh Black Bacon, although we don't just go there to buy
this: no, the main attraction is the wonderful corned beef they have and when it is in season, the venison. We were extremely
fortunate: they had the most fantastic loin of wild venison - this is like rib of beef or T-bone steak but much smaller as the deer
here are quite small, not much bigger than large sheep. This venison comes from Fallow or Sika deer that have spent their life
on the beautiful Colebrooke Estate less than 20 miles from Enniskillen. So my plan was hatched - we were due to have a dinner
party with friends from our village in Derbyshire the week after we returned home, so I would buy some of this lovely meat for
it. I was delighted to come out of the shop with several kilograms of fabulous vacuum-packed Irish venison. Always the
practical one: "What are you going to do with it now?" asked Bev. I hadn't really considered this tiny detail, but thinking
quickly, I told her that we could keep it in our room fridge in the Killyhevlin and then take it in our hold luggage when we flew
home in 5 days time - simple! At the Killyhevlin, a slight problem arose - no fridge. Belleekers are however resourceful: we
could ask the hotel to look after it... or even better, Johannah and Al Purdon had a really nice suite at the Hotel - they needed
the space for all the Gathering material... and they had a fridge - great: problem solved. On the last day, another consideration
came to mind - getting the meat home on the plane. It would have to hang around in the bag at the airport and on the flight for
hours... what would happen to it in the unpressurised hold? ... and could you take raw meat on the flight anyway? - there was
just bound to be some regulation about this. Hadn't thought about all this. I dimly remembered that lots of countries ban any
agricultural product from being transported in this way - but surely we were in the UK, flying to another part of the UK - no
unexpected difficulties (such as my 10 second incursion into the Irish Republic) could possibly exist, could they? But I wasn't
sure of this, so when we discussed it with Paul and Elaine Ewings, I was very glad to take them up on their kind offer to take
the venison in their cold box by car and ferry via Dublin back to Derbyshire. Wait a minute: didn't this mean taking it into the
Irish Republic? Would they then be guilty of smuggling a possibly contraband product through another country? I wasn't sure,
but as a touch of paranoia was by now creeping in, I kept quiet about it. Anyway the venison made it safely back to England it may or may not have infringed any number of UK, Irish or EU regulations - but it was delicious. Again the thought of what
Brexit would do to all this crossed my mind - a cold shiver down the spine... but we REALLY don't want to go there!
Anyway, while trying to sort out the "Venison Question" we had a chance to see the beautiful Group of Four Greyhounds; in
fact, Brendan McCauley, responsible for making all of the fifty groups, was on hand to present one of the very last ones to Olga
Clarke at one of our memorable dinners at the Killyhevlin. Following the great success of the Greyhounds, talking with Fergus
(Cleary) and Patricia and Brendan (McCauley), the question of "what next?" came up. With the venison still in mind, I felt like
suggesting that the group of "Stag and Hounds" would be a good one - the only known example of this is owned by Del Domke
- he was also at the gathering having made an epic trip from Seattle via Philadelphia and Dublin - nothing gets in the way of us
Belleekers, you know. The Stag and Hounds is shown in the Old Photograph Album, published in 2007 by Fergus - I'm sure he
has some of the old moulds for it upstairs at the Pottery. Maybe it is asking too much, the piece is monumental and very, very
detailed - it would be difficult and expensive to make, especially if the old moulds can't be found - I don't know how Del would
feel if there were suddenly another 50 of them - his is unique at present! Surely an impossible task, but as I almost said before:
Belleek people are resourceful... particularly when it comes to a question involving deer.
-CM
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Betty Clinton
Elizabeth A. Erickson Clinton May 7, 1929 - February 10, 2017
This obituary was published in the Los Angeles Times from Feb. 20 to Feb. 26, 2017. It was sent to us by
Maxine Steinberg.
Elizabeth, known as Betty to her friends, went home to be with her Lord and
Savior. Born in Los Angeles to Swedish parents, Kristina and Eric Erickson.
Betty graduated from Hollywood High School in June of 1947. In July, 1948
she married Donald Clinton, the youngest son of Clifford and Nelda Clinton,
the founders of Clifton's Cafeterias a Los Angeles Landmark. It was a marriage
that would last 68 years and have many rewards. As newlyweds, they settled in
the Los Feliz district. There they raised 4 children: Michael, Janet Elizabeth
(Decker-Oppenheim), Grant, and Robert and lived in the same house for 65
years until downsizing and moving to Pasadena. She was a grandmother of 8
and great grandmother of 12. She is survived by her husband, Donald, and her
four children. Elizabeth passed very suddenly. Her wish was to be cremated
with her ashes spread at sea. A private family memorial service has already
been held. She will be greatly missed by all who knew her.
Don and Betty Clinton have been great stalwarts of
the Belleek collecting world for many years. Longstanding members of the Los Angeles Chapter, they
went on many of the tours of Ireland organised by the
Belleek Collectors Society in the 1980's and were
prominent at the early Belleek International
Conventions held from 1993.
Pictured on the right, Don (with his back to us)
introduces Betty to the 1993 Burbank Convention
attendees during a question and answer session with
Angela Moore.
As a joint venture, from 1993 until 1995, Don and Betty produced monthly articles on Belleek for the "Irish
Tribune" published in California - Don wrote the words and Betty took the pictures. Over several years, we
have reproduced all these articles in the Newsletter.
In 2014, when Don and Betty moved house, they had to greatly reduce their collection of Belleek, Don told us
then that: "it was not easy for Elizabeth and me to dispose of four cabinets full of cherished Belleek when we
moved last year into a senior residence in an adjoining city, after raising a family in the same home for 63 years
and filling every drawer, cupboard and closet." He also said, "It is a blessing to be able to 'shift gears' in our
thinking and behaviour as the years roll by. It's not always easy or painless but more likely an accommodation
to current tastes, likes and dislikes."
Very, very many Belleek collectors in the USA and the UK knew Betty Clinton well, we will greatly miss her.
We would like to send our heartfelt condolences and best wishes for the future to Don and the family.
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Group News - from Members
We received this very interesting email from Adrian Cassidy, who has
a very strong family connection with the Pottery.
He says: "I have a few photos of my auntie who was my mum's sister.
All my mum's sisters worked at the pottery as paintresses and my Auntie
Mary is in the photos working at the Belleek Exhibition."

Above: Adrian's Auntie Mary at the
Belleek Exhibition
Left: the Exhibition stand - I forgot
to ask Adrian what year this was!

A lovely still-life oil painting...
...recently spotted by Bev Marvell - take a close
look, there is a white Hellebore apparently
potted into a Neptune sugar bowl (or similar
dish).
It's nice to see a piece of Belleek being put to
good use like this.
This painting was sold at Cheffins Auctions,
Cambridge on 11th May for £1700 - many
thanks to them for permission to reproduce this
image.
The catalogue description was: Leonard
Campbell Taylor RA ROI 1874-1969: Still life
of a gilded mirror with a reflection of Pan,
Christmas roses, grapes, a lemon and an apple,
signed lower left, 25"x18"...
...no mention of the Belleek, then!
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An old Newspaper Snippet from Cherryl Head
Cherryl found this, in the course of a different newspaper search, in the 1862 Dublin Builder. Remember that
in 1862, the craftsmen from Goss had not yet arrived at Belleek and we believe that although the Pottery was
successfully grinding the raw materials for export elsewhere, very little was actually being made at Belleek we don't know when Armstrong had a usable kiln there and although he was continually experimenting, the
trial items were originally fired at Worcester with the aid of W.H. Kerr.

The 2017 Richard Kennedy Degenhardt Belleek Collectors' Scholarship
Richard K. DegenHardt
(1924 - 2000)

For those of us who don't already know - here is the official description of the
Awards:
The Richard K. Degenhardt Belleek Collectors’ Scholarships were established
in 2001 in memory of the late founder of the Belleek Collectors’ International
Society, Richard Kennedy Degenhardt. The scholarships are a tribute to his
definitive knowledge of Belleek Parian China, which remains renowned
among collectors worldwide today.
These international scholarships, each of one year’s duration, are awarded
annually to a small number of outstanding students of the Ulster University
engaged in study in the fields of Ceramics and Celtic Studies at either
undergraduate or graduate level.
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The Scholarships give recipients financial assistance in order to undertake further specialised research in their
areas of expertise, for example by attending courses abroad, visiting prestigious exhibitions or to fund travel
and living costs for periods of research. Some of the resulting research has been published, or used as a
foundation for Scholars to progress their studies to PhD level.
The scholarships are funded through the generosity of many individuals and groups, including Belleek
collectors world-wide, international Belleek Chapters, special friends and family of Richard K. Degenhardt, the
Belleek Pottery and the Belleek Collectors’ International Society.

Richard K Degenhardt Belleek Collectors Scholarship Winners 2017
On Friday 2nd June 2017 the award
ceremony was held at The Ulster University
Belfast Campus York Street Belfast. Trevor
and Helen Rankin, Margaret Stokes and
Fergus Cleary attended representing the
Collectors. The Degenhardt Scholarship was
the final award given in the ceremony – Linda
Beard handed over the envelopes and gave a
speech about how the Degenhardt Scholarship
was devised. Fergus Cleary presented a gift
from Belleek Pottery to each recipient.

2002

Tina Byrne

Mary McCaul

2003

Jill Warrington

Donal Mac Ruairí

2004

Fiona Fleming

Julie Gallagher

This year’s recipients are:-

2005

Rachel Buchanan

Marion Deane

2006

Naomi Fitzpatrick
Derek Wilson

Sophia Geraghty

2007

Kerrie Ahern
Rebecca Simpson

Seán Ó Maolagáin

2008

Ashling O’Hea
Conor McLean

Colm Duffin

2009

Helen Moore

Sarah McMonagle

2010

Claire Muckian

Aodh Mac Gairbheá

2011

Andrew Cooke

Conal McShane
Patrick Tierney

2012

Julie Scott
Rhiannon Ewing-James

Tony Mac Ruairí

2013

Kerrie Hanna
Christopher Banks

Póilín Uí Ghallachóir

2014

Ms Wendy Ward

Ms Caitlin Ni Bhroin
Ms Patricia Carr

2015

Ms Rosemary Purvis
Ms Lisa Allan

Mr Michael Casey

2016

Mr David McComiskey
Ms Eliza Bliss

Mr Duane Long





Grace Press for ceramics
Joshua Lyness for ceramics
Seanan MacAoidh for Celtic
Studies.

Right: a full list of previous Scholarship
winners
A total of 42 Ulster University students have
now benefitted from Richard K. Degenhardt
Belleek Collector's Scholarships since they
were established in 2001.
The Ulster University is extremely grateful to
all the donors who have contributed so
generously to the Scholarship fund. These
prestigious awards enhance students’
opportunities for educational and personal
development, and encourage creative thinking
and learning.

- Reported by Helen Rankin

Roll of Honour 2002-2016
Year

Ceramics Scholars
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In praise (or maybe not) of Belleek - Robert Ruiz sent us this...
This is from the first tea book I ever read in the mid-1980s when I was first getting into drinking tea (and that
led me to Belleek, along with a Belleek advertisement in Architectural Digest that featured a Neptune cup and
the text, “Anything else is a paper cup”).
Enjoy, Robert Ruiz
__________________________________
Excerpt from the Introduction by famed American food memoirist M.F.K. Fisher to James Norwood Pratt’s Tea
Lover’s Treasury (1982):
“In the glassed corner, both in Whittier [California] and then down at the Ranch after Grandmother died, there
was an almost full set of Belleek, sent as a wedding present to Mother. My sister and I stared sometimes at the
shells that they seemed made of. Who could ever keep the dust from going in and in, like sand, in the wee shells
they stood on?
“As I remember, the Belleek was used only once, when its Irish donors, rich titled linen weavers, stopped for
tea in the Far West. The whole idea was a disaster, mostly because the shell-shaped cups, fairylike in their
transparent delicacy, kept tipping over on their three little legs made of tinier rosy or pale-green shells. The pot,
a larger one on three more substantial but still inadequate rosy shells, tipped over. The milk and the sugar
spilled. The only thing that stayed upright was the slop-basin, empty because all the tea was here and there on
people’s knees and laps. And our cook-of-the-moment had tried to follow a recipe for Slim Johns as made in an
Irish castle where Mother had once stayed, and they were burned black, inedible.
”After the people left, Mother washed the fragile shells herself, and put them back in the glassed cupboard. We
never knew whether there was any sand in all the tiny porcelain shells, but we often looked up respectfully at
them, and long after our mother had died, Anne [Fisher’s sister] sold the set of Belleek to a stylish auctioneer
for a startlingly fat sum.”
Mary Frances Kennedy Fisher (July 3, 1908 – June 22, 1992) was
a preeminent American food writer. She was also a founder of the
Napa Valley Wine Library. She wrote some 27 books, including a
translation of The Physiology of Taste by Brillat-Savarin.
Two volumes of her journals and correspondence came out shortly
before her death in 1992. Her first book, Serve it Forth, was
published in 1937. Her books are an amalgam of food literature,
travel and memoir. Fisher believed that eating well was just one of
the "arts of life" and explored this in her writing. W. H. Auden once
remarked, "I do not know of anyone in the United States who writes
better prose."
(From Wikipaedia)

Very glamorous photo of M.F.K. Fisher (Pinterest)
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The struggles of buying for a Belleek collector
- by Karen Marsh
Basic Facts you need to know..




Its November 2000 (The Millennium Clock had been out for
11 months and I think only 850 were made
Mums birthday is the 27th January.
Dad doesn’t carry money.

So Mum and Dad (Eileen & Bernard Burgham) were bitten by the
Belleek bug a few years ago and their collection is coming along
nicely. I had found the local Irish shop that stocked Belleek and I
knew the shop owner.
I wandered in late in November looking for something for mum for
Christmas and found something perfect when the owner said…
‘Karen I’ve got the Millennium Clock in the shop in case your mum
wants it, can you let her know?’ So being a good daughter I got her
a present and went home to pass on the message.
Christmas came and went - she loved her Belleek but the clock
stayed in the shop and went on normal display -in other words for
sale.
With all the Christmas food gone and the booze put back away (not
drunk, you understand!). Dad had the brilliant idea of us getting the
clock before anyone else bought it or before the shop owner worked
out she could increase the price with the backstamp changing. As I
was off work on a weekday could I go and get it? So off I trotted to get a £80(ish) clock. Now I love my mum
but previous birthdays were a CD this was a massive leap in my budget especially just after Christmas! The
woman who owned the shop was then basically told to lie to Mum if she went into the shop… ‘Oh Eileen I’ve
sold it’ - that kind of thing.
So with the clock home and wrapped Dad and I were feeling pretty smug and happy... but me well broke. How
was I going to go to the nightclubs the rest of the month (I was in my early 20s then!). Now this is when you
realise how sneaky parents are…
Dad: ‘Karen? Did you get a loaf of bread?’
Me: ‘Yeah, It’s in the kitchen’
Dad: ‘Ok I’ll get mum to give you some money, Eileen have you got any money?’
Mum: ‘Yeah, how much?’
Dad: ‘A tenner? Karen, here’s your money’
...and so on until the clock was paid for!
27th January came and Mum had her present. She loves it. The clock takes pride of place in their collection.
The shop has now unfortunately closed but there has been a lot of Belleek bought from it over the years. Me?..
I look at that bloody clock (yeah, that is what I call it!) and think: “you were the most sneakiest pressie I have
ever got”.
And yes, I ended up collecting bits of Belleek too!
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Raffle Prizes for 2017

The UK group has
some outstanding
prizes for this year's
raffle...
Above: pair of
McBirney dishes,
miniature Shell jug
(first black mark).
Left: fine oval basket
- three strand.
Right: Melon wall
pocket (1BM), Shell
sugar (1BM).

Buy tickets from Elaine Ewings: raffle@belleek.org.uk.

From Jan Golaszewski
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Christmas Lunch in London, 3rd December 2016
We celebrated Christmas with a lunch
held at the historic Star Tavern in
London's Belgravia. Bev and I came by
train from Derby, fighting through the
huge crowds of shoppers on the Tube and
especially outside Harrods at
Knightsbridge station - we walked the
short distance to the beautiful and
exclusive district where the Star is located
and there we found our friends, who has
also made epic journeys to get there.

The Star is famous for quite a few reasons - even notorious if the
story on their blackboard is true! It certainly made a very relaxing
and welcoming meeting place for us intrepid Belleekers - a great
place to meet and celebrate. Here are some pictures from our
luncheon meeting.
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Bev and Chris Marvell seem
infected with Christmas cheer
but Neville Maguire is
determined not to be
photographed - he even adopts a
tactic of Neville Chamberlain...
"I have here a piece of paper..."
Pat Tubb and Diana Awdrey
with impressive puddings... are
their Christmas hats supplied
with built-in lighting???
Patrick Tubb is very happy to
receive the personal attention of
the waitress - "Your cheese, sir."
Pat Tubb and Diana Awdrey
having a look at pieces from a
box of Belleek shards brought in
by Gina Kelland... "there must be
something here that I need..."
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..."What about this handle with a bit of the mug
attached... or maybe just the handle!" Pat Tubb
amazes us by making the mug disappear...
Diana Awdrey finds a possibly useful decorative
bit - what on earth did this come from?
And it's time for presents - something for Joanna
Urbakek...

...a gift from Pat, Paul and Patrick Tubb in grateful
recognition of her work as the Chairman of the UK Group
over the previous three years... and also for arranging our
Christmas lunch - an Irish lace Celtic cross by Pat Tubb...
...Joanna also had some presents to give of her own...
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Paul Tubb, the UK Group's present Chairman, stood up to
give us a few words... meanwhile, Jackie Howden is at first
mystified then delighted with her present - "so that's what it
is!"

Finally, we are more solemn as we get ready to
depart - contemplating the journey home,
battling through the crowds in London to get
busses or trains.
On arriving home, we set up our own
celebration of Belleek items (below) and we had
another special Christmas present...
...the Greyhounds had arrived from the Pottery!
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Spring Meeting in Wilmslow 1st and 2nd April
Saturday: Visit to Chris and David Reynolds

Chris had truly excelled herself! When we arrived, there was a feast waiting for us. Absolutely delicious.
Above David with a rare figure, Myra Roalfe with a cup of tea, surveying the feast.

Left: Bev Marvell
in a quandry over
which dessert to
chose - Chris
Reynolds and
Elaine Ewings also
finishing their
desserts.

Left: There was
also a feast of
Belleek - two very
interesting small
round baskets - a
four strand and a
two strand...
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The two strand one is not marked... is it Belleek? ...and another pretty Belleek-like item...

...that is definitely not
Belleek!

This pink Neptune dejeuner set definitely is Belleek... it's rare and unusual because of the crest and motto.
Left: Shell pattern is hardly ever seen with a
monogram or crest - this is also very rare.
Below: these items made for Ballymaclinton are
something of a speciality for David - also rare!
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...but here's another one, accompanied with a pair of Belleek pigs.

Paul and Elaine Ewings having a look round - Chris and
David are on hand with help, information and food and
drink.
Top right: David with lovely earthenware ewer - Bev Marvell
gives it the once-over. Karen Kincheloe and Linda Murphy
having a good chat.
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A matching pair of left and right Aberdeen
ewers - see Helen Rankin's article later in
this Newsletter for all things Aberdeen.
Karen Kincheloe and Patrick Tubb... deep
in conversation.

A leaf shaped trinket dish, second period and not signed by the artist but probably painted by Maud or
Louise Allingham... and an assortment of colourful Belleek in the collection.
Finally - another one
definitely not
Belleek, this
magnificent Nautilus
centrepiece bowl Scottish porcelain
and pottery is
another of Chris and
David's great
interests.
We had a great time,
leaving to get ready
for our evening
outing to the Dilshad
Indian restaurant.
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Saturday Evening - the Dilshad Indian Restaurant

It's those two again: Karen and Patrick consulting on the menu...

Slainte! Pat Tubb is
enjoying the experience.
Above right: Myra and
Bob Roalfe
Right: some of our group dinner is finished - time to
reckon up and go back to
our hotels.
We dined at the Dilshad
Indian restuarant which
lived up to our host's
recommendations... almost
everyone was adventurous
with their choice of food
and it was indeed excellent.
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Sunday Meeting at the Coach and Four, Wilmslow

The Sunday meeting was held at the
Coach and Four public house and
restaurant in the heart of Wilmslow.
We had stayed at the Wilmslow
Lodge, the hotel associated with the
pub and it was very comfortable and
convenient. It also had excellent
facilities for our meeting and
presentations.
Chairman Paul Tubb waits for us
to come to order before the meeting.
Below: Josie Garnett and Myra
Roalfe are delighted that Tony Fox
can attend - he and Bev Marvell are
to present their latest tea ware
findings.
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Our hosts were David and Chris Reynolds. Chairman Paul Tubb read out apologies and messages of goodwill,
and welcomed visiting friends. Eddie and Linda Murphy had recently been to New Zealand, where Eddie was
re-elected as President of the NZ group.

Devotee Award
The Devotee Award for
2016 goes to Joanna
Urbanek, and will be
presented to her at the
AGM in July.
Joanna did hot however
go away empty handed:
the Group presented
Joanna with a card and
a gift in recognition of
her work as Chairman:
a brooch from a
craftswoman in the
Orkneys, which has a
Celtic influence.

New Chairman Paul
Tubb congratulating
past Chairman Joanna
Urbanek and making
the presentation.

A Forum on the Latest Research in Tea Ware - Bev Marvell and Tony Fox
Tony Fox and Bev Marvell
presented an update on their tea
ware book that was published in
September 2013. Before the ink
was dry they started to get
feedback, with new pieces
emerging from auctions, Ebay,
Members and Associates. They
tackled these in alphabetical order,
as in their book.
Bev Marvell and Tony Fox
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Bev gave the main presentation and Tony assisted from the sidelines - questions were invited from the floor as
this was intended to be a forum with us all to make contributions.
Beginning with Artichoke,
a tray has been seen (First
Black and diamond reg.)
with the words ‘Dejune
tray’.
The copper plate for this
has been found, indicating
that ‘Dejune tray’ was
intended to show which
piece to apply the mark to,
so it was applied to the tray
in error. Bev and Tony
continued through the
alphabet with many photos
of pieces and discussion
among the Members. They
finished with a new pattern
termed ‘Violet Leaf’.
Tony checking that Bev is covering all the points... Bev with
the Tea Ware book, originally published in 2013 and Bev
showing a slide of an earthenware teapot... these are like
"hen's teeth"
Ed: we are expecting Tony and Bev to give us a comprehensive
article on this tea ware update for a forthcoming Newsletter interest in the talk was so great that the discussion would have
gone on for hours if the Chairman had not called time on it!

Bring and Tell Theme: Family Matters
David Reynolds told of his grandfather who had
lodged with his parents and died in 1945. He had a
second period shamrock bread plate that his parents
had on display.
At an antiques fair in Buxton, David saw a
shamrock teapot that matched that plate. This was
the start of his interest in Belleek, which led to him
meeting Maureen and Graham Munton and
becoming a founder member of the Group in 1989.
David Reynolds with his Shamrock bread plate
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Elaine Ewings showed part of a Susie Cooper ‘Early
Morning Set’ that had been given to her mother in
1942. Sadly some of the pieces had been broken, so
she was asked to keep an eye out for replacements.
She is still looking! This led to Elaine and Paul
having a small collection of Susie Cooper wares.

When she was small, Eddie Murphy’s granddaughter
liked the Belleek animals and asked him to try and find
a Griffin on a Shell. When he finally found one, she
asked him to keep it safe for her, because she knew it
was special.

Joanna Urbanek had a jam pot with bird design,
inherited from an aunt. It was made at a German
factory in the 1950s, but has a Belgian connection
from war service.
In keeping with tradition, our visitors were asked to
be the judges and they chose Eddie as the winner.

Paul presenting Eddie with the customary prize
After an excellent lunch, Karen Kincheloe gave us a
presentation.
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Karen Kincheloe: Norman Rockwell’s America

Karen had been surprised
that many of her British
friends had not heard of
Norman Rockwell, so she
aimed to correct that gap in
our knowledge.
Rockwell was born in 1894
(died 1978) in New York,
from English stock. He was
married three times and
from 1953 lived in
Stockbridge,
Massachusetts. He went to
art school in New York
aged only 14, eventually
applying to the Saturday
Evening Post for a job as
an illustrator. He was
associated with the
magazine for 43 years.
His volume of work was
enormous: for example, he
painted Lindberg, several
presidents, and did
magazine covers for the
space programme.
Karen with Paul Tubb and addressing the Group.
Typical "homely" Norman Rockwell Paintings - as a poster and on
three ceramic plates.
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Rockwell had three sons with his second wife
Mary Barstow. They moved to Vermont in 1939,
but in 1943 his studio in Arlington burned down
and many authentic props were lost.
He had an association with the Boy Scouts of
America for more than 60 years, as the official
artist. He did calendars and posters for them and
sometimes these carried a theme from one decade
to the next, such as bird houses. Karen showed
many of his pictures illustrating life in the boy
scouts. He also worked for the Literary Digest,
and did advertisements.
Rockwell’s paintings of the Four Freedoms
appeared on stamps: freedom from want, from
fear, of speech and of worship. There were no
African Americans illustrated, except rarely in a
subservient role. Cover illustrations ranged from
the war years to Christmas and family life.
Sadly we ran out of time, so Karen will finish her
talk at a future meeting.
She surprised everyone by holding a draw for
some commemorative Rockwell plates and other
items that she’d brought to show us.
Gifts were presented to the speakers and our
hosts.
Karen not finished yet! She'll resume another
day... Bev choosing a Rockwell plate...
Chatting at the end of the meeting...
and a chance to see the tea ware items.
Finally, gifts for the hosts (Chris and David) and
the speakers (Karen and Bev).
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The 160th Anniversary Gathering

Reported by Helen Rankin
Thursday 27th April dawned on a beautiful
Spring day --- at last the much awaited
"Gathering" would be happening. Trevor
and I arrived at The Killyhevlin Hotel
Enniskillen by 12 noon and took our
luggage up to our room overlooking the
beautiful river Erne. By the time we
emerged some of our fellow “Belleekers”
had also arrived. Over very relaxed snack
lunches in the lounge, looking out over the
end of Upper Lough Erne, we were well
engaged in renewing old friendships. By
evening there were members from USA,
Canada, UK and NI friends gathered
together for a very lively dinner together.
The Killyhevlin Hotel viewed from the shore of the Lough
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Arrivals...

Top left: Melissa Barry Finch. Top right: Johannah
Purdon greeting Patrick and Pat Tubb
Left: Roy Hollihead and Pat Tubb
Below left: Bev Marvell, Johannah Purdon and
Eileen and Bernard Burgham
Bottom left: Chris Marvell, Briane Carter, Moria
Bailey and Del Domke
Friday 28th April morning after breakfast, our
organisers Johannah Purdon and Melissa Barry Finch
were manning the reception /registration desk
handing out giant Galway Crystal gift bags with our
information and Belleek gift inside. By 11am we
were mustered and on the bus to Belleek. For some
of us this proved a rather rollercoaster experience
with the driver constantly using his mobile phone and
going rather quickly along a somewhat undulating
and narrow road...
...however, we arrived safely and were divided into
two groups and taken on a factory tour. I can only
comment on tour group 2 which was “directed” by
Fergus Cleary – the secret tour guide! We were to
visit places and see things not normally available on
the usual “blue route” - sorry no.1 group! In the
mould store we were amazed at the sheer quantity of
the stocks. We looked at several unusual casts –
including the Group of Greyhounds mould marked
No. 7. ( My own new group is marked No.7! ) The
tour was hilarious … there was great fun and plenty
of discussion as we had several “experts” in the
group! Patricia came to find us as we had gone well
over our allotted time!
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The Factory Tour...

Waiting to begin... and Fergus Cleary starting his "special" presentation

A selection of baskets - and basket maker supreme: John Doogan - here are some I made earlier...

Fergus explains
the mould
numbering
system as he
shows us the
huge number of
moulds in the
store - Trevor
Rankin looks on
with interest.
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After a quick lunch we were directed to the AV Room where John Maguire welcomed us all and gave his “State
of The Nation” speech.. John gave us a very upbeat resume about current Belleek workings and thanked us all
as important ambassadors for Belleek. The future is looking good.

Above: John Maguire,
Belleek Managing
Director is introduced
by Patricia McCauley
at the start of his
presentation.

Left: You can see what
an enthusiastic
audience he had - well,
most of us, anyway.

We then went back into the factory for our workshop – “fettling” and “painting” undertaken by everyone – very
intent, concentration on the faces of lots of future artists and artisans! It was good to see so much good interest
and appreciation of just how skilful the work really is.
Johannah Purdon was given the honour of pouring the slip into the first mould of her specially designed “Hope
Mug”..
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Johannah going through some of the processes to make her mug...

...you pour the slip into the mould... wait... and then pour in out again...
...et voilà... here's the Friendship Mug!
Editor: it's not really anything like as easy as this I've omitted lots of steps!
Johannah had designed the mug herself, winning the
competition set by Fergus at the 2013 Las Vegas
Convention for an original design. She was later able
to place it onto the shelf before it went into the kiln for
its first firing.

Finally Johannah places the mug on the kiln
staging, ready for firing.
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So you though it was easy to decorate an item or make the flowers? Well we certainly had a go.

Expert painters?
Well, probably not... but you
never know, there might be
that undiscovered talent there
somewhere.
Clockwise from the top:
Pat Tubb and Eddie and
Linda Murphy; Moira Bailey;
Bev Marvell; Johannah
Purdon; Paul Ewings; Chris
Marvell; Eddie Murphy and
other members of the
Northern Ireland Group
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Here are more of our valiant efforts...

NI, UK, USA and Canada
are represented here - the
common factors are that
we are concentrating and
trying very hard - it is very
engrossing and enjoyable.
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We departed from the Pottery, leaving all our good work to be fired and then sent on to us... an exciting event.
Then we were all back on the bus to the hotel for the evening festivities.
The evening “Cocktail Party” in the Devenish Room went off very well with a variety of “colourful drinks”
and tasty “finger food” on offer. There was plenty of conversation with 40+ members catching up on all things
Belleek and beyond. A very enjoyable day.

Briane Carter, Linda Murphy and Bev Marvell

David and Adelina Brann

Some of the raffle prizes - Belleek hand painted plates by Kevin
Carty and hand made Irish lace by Pat Tubb.
The raffle was to be a bit different from usual - you had to
choose which prize you were going for and put your ticket into
the appropriate bowl.
Amongst the copious
finger food...
... unlimited supplies of
delicious little
Fermanagh sausages!
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...At the cocktail party...

Above left: Olga Clarke and Pat Tubb with Moira Bailey, Fergus Cleary and Al Purdon
Above right: Eddie Murphy and Briane and Carroll Carter
Below left: Fergus, deep in discussion at the party.
Below right: Brendan McCauley and Bev Marvell

...lots of conversation and making a spectacular arrival - one of the fabulous 160th Anniversary pieces - the
Group of Four Greyhounds... this one was for Olga Clarke (above with Pat Tubb and Fergus Cleary), it was
one of the last ones in the edition and it just about stole the show - as you can see (on the next page) lots of
us wanted a selfie with it and its maker, Brendan McCauley.
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...Brendan probably isn't accustomed to this level of fame and adulation...

Brendan with Olga Clarke, Del Domke and Adelina Brann... and a nice one of Olga and Patricia McCauley.
The Cocktail party was most enjoyable and the greyhounds
were the stars of the show!
Saturday 29th April – we were all up in good time to have
breakfast before leaving on the coach at 9am for
Enniskillen County Museum. The early start was to
facilitate us having a private tour of the new building and
re-vamped main buildings with the museum manager. She
explained about the location of the site and gave us a very
interesting tour around the newly built centre which now
includes tourist information and café facilities.
We gathered in the courtyard of the Museum
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At the Enniskillen Museum...

War Memorial and St. Macartin's Cathedral.

Sarah McHugh, Manager of Museum Services, greets us.

Yes! A group photo - standing next to the ancient Water
Gate, overlooking the River Erne.
Right: not on the coach but arriving "under their own
steam" Eddie and Linda Murphy could not breach the
Castle's defences to get in for the tour - here they are
being rescued by Sarah.
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Inside the Museum...

Super modern presentation - film projected on the floor

Fergus and Chris inspect a Bittern Centrepiece

Special attention had
been given to the
larger pieces of
Belleek displayed in
the adjoining building
which is accessed
across a first floor
walkway.
Left: Wonderful
Chalice
Right: two of our
sceptical lacemakers
inspecting the
exhibits.

Needless to say our
“experts” were able to
tell our guide Sarah
that some items were
wrongly titled and
that the lacework was
not “Inishmacsaint”
but crochet lace! NB. There were some really wonderful
artefacts on display. Downstairs we all admired the
“Shop” with its display of familiar no longer available
items.
Fancy at trip to Lough Derg Purgatory? When the railway was built in the 1860s, many did.
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Fabulous exhibits of Belleek...

Gladstone: did they love him or hate him? Bust and Potty
featuring the great man - in Ireland your opinion of Gladstone
depended on which side of the political divide you stood on Irish
Home Rule.
Enigmatic earthenware bowl with hand applied lustre Celtic
decoration - read Helen Rankin's article in this Newsletter for an
explanation of this type of very interesting item.
The Ring Dish. It's patented and in a very hard type of
earthenware... but what is is for? Many say it's for Stilton
Cheese - you successively take the rings off as you eat the cheese
- but this has never been proven.
Earthenware Scotch Whisky Barrel - it has a beautifully
coloured transfer decoration...
...and there's no doubt at all what this is for!
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Yet more rare and lovely Belleek...

Bather - in pastel
Raphelesque colours the
famous terracotta jewelled
flask in the background
Wonderfully decorated toilet
set.. with figure of
Meditation.
Complete basin and slop
pail set in pine frame - a
very rare survivor.
That "Bittern Centre"
again - but there's parts
missing... the top has gone
and also the three boy
musicians that should sit on
the plinth - no wonder we
had to have a second look.
Our group moved across to the main museum building to view a
wide range of Belleek ware displayed – some earthenware at
head height – needless to say this did not deter the more avid
members from investigating! Many of these items are shown
here. Members dispersed to view more of the site and have a
quick coffee in the cafe before returning to the bus and the short
journey back to the hotel.

Members looked after themselves for lunch before the afternoon session and at 2pm we all met again in the
Devenish Room at the Killyhevlin which had been set up for the presentations.
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Saturday afternoon had been set aside for presentations - these were extremely varied and interesting.
1. Fergus gave a most interesting talk about the “Belleek Old Mould Numbering System” having seen the store
yesterday – it was amazing to see how they are managing the collection.
2. Richard Watson from the Marble Arch Caves // Geopark gave an excellent talk “The Minerals & Material that
Led to the establishment of Belleek Pottery”
3. Selwyn Johnston & Alan Devers from the Head-hunters Railway Museum in Enniskillen gave a brilliant talk
on “The Coming of the Railways to Fermanagh” – they were experts on the railways and showed a great
selection of photographs and told many stories – even when asked to finish … they completed their talk!
We then had a short break
4. Vivienne Ferguson read some of “The Poems of Katie Elliott”, who was the daughter of Robert Williams
Armstrong and Annie Langley Nairn. She told a very moving story about the family. She is in the process of
publishing a book of the story.
5. Adelina Brann from the USA Florida Chapter gave us “My Irish Connections to the Pottery.” She told a
wonderful tale discovering that her mother had been a nun in an Irish convent, who travelled to America to
start a new life. Adeline and her husband David now live in Florida.
6. Helen Rankin gave her presentation – “The Story of Alice Jacob – Dublin Designer & Teacher (1862-1921) Alice designed lace patterns, Belleek ceramics and was an accomplished artist.
7. Eddie Murphy –“New Zealand Belleek Collections”- Eddie gave a slide show of photographs taken by him
while visiting the NZ Collectors. They have an amazing amount of special pieces – it is wonderful that they have
survived the long trip down under!
8. The last talk of the day was to have been given by Wendy Ward – She is a very talented young lady who has
worked with Belleek to produce some new Belleek Living pieces which are now on sale. ( her lovely “Horsetail”
vase is now displayed in our sun room!) Fergus Cleary gave the presentation on her behalf and was able to talk
about the work she is doing.

Special thanks are due to Paul Ewings who acted as IT
consultant and insured every presentation worked perfectly
on cue. Not an easy task. A report on these presentations is
given separately in this Newsletter.
Here we see discussions over the afternoon
Members then dispersed to prepare for the “Gala Buffet
Dinner”
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The Gala Dinner

Molly Dobbins with Isobel and Fergus Cleary... Chris with an
interesting looking cocktail... Johannah toasting the assembled
collectors... The Honourees present: Briane Carter, Del Domke,
Helen Rankin and Don Cambell... Briane had remembered to
bring her Honouree's medallion.. Bernard Burgham, Linda
Murphy and Eileen Burgham.
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And inevitably - the group photo...
The Devenish Room was set up with tables for dinner – drinks orders were taken and the excellent buffet set
up. Everyone enjoyed the choice of food presented. After the meal everyone mingled and more conversation
continued. There raffle was drawn once we had another opportunity to view it... there was a wide variety of
Belleek items from hand painted plates to a lovely hand crochet lace cross. Tickets had been sold and you
placed your preference in a small bowl in front of each item. One ticket was picked for the winner of each
item.
… lots of happy winners! The evening was a great success.
Sunday 30th April – another early start –
we had breakfast and were due to leave
the hotel at 9am. After the last bus trip
some members decided to take their own
cars to Belleek, so we all met up again at
the pottery. We were directed to take
coffee and scones in the café. We were
then entertained by a group of young local
musicians who gave us some traditional
tunes and a young dancer gave us a very
athletic “broomstick dance” (right) –
wonderful! It was pleasing to see young
people engaged in keeping traditional
music alive.
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Watching the dancing
Following the lively celebration we then came
to a more serious part of the day's agenda.
We walked to the back of the Pottery site for
the formal Tree Planting. A young Horse
Chestnut tree was planted in remembrance of
George Moore. Patricia McCauley read a
short eulogy to his memory. The other
surrounding trees have been planted over the
years by our Honourees. This one was no
exception, Del Domke and Don Cambell took
the first turn with the spade.

Above: Patricia with the
Eulogy; Right Del and
Don fill in the first of
the soil; left: Pat Tubb
and Linda Murphy take
a turn; below right:
Chris Marvell also has a
go.

It was a lovely
opportunity for us all to
remember George Moore
in our own ways.
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The axle of the old Fairbairn Water Wheel
that originally powered the Pottery - the
garden of remembrance is in the
background
We all returned to the Pottery Visitor Centre
for more numbers by the Belleek Comhaltas
musicians and dancers. John Maguire made
a presentation of a special plate to the
group.
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The party then walked up the village to the
Church of Ireland church and graveyard. Here
flowers were placed on the graves of William
Henshall (by Johannah Purdon, left) and Robert
Williams Armstrong (by Bev Marvell, below).
We had time to look round the beautiful simple
church and see the wonderful “Belleek
Window” there, which was much admired.

Above left: we stop to collect our thoughts in
the churchyard of the Church of Ireland
church next to Armstrong's grave. The much
larger Catholic church can be seen in the
background.
Left: detail of Armstrong's memorial column:
the inscription on this side of the column is for
his son, also named Robert Williams who died
in 1890. Armstrong himself died in 1884 - his
inscription is on the other side of the column.
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Detail of the most impressive "Belleek" window in the Church of Ireland church

After some shopping time at the Pottery the bus returned to the Killyhevlin Hotel. Time to go home.
A great debt of gratitude is owed to Johannah Purdon and Melissa Barry Finch for their time and energy spent
on developing this “160 Gathering” together with Patricia McCauley, Fergus Cleary and the Belleek Pottery
staff. They have all done an excellent job and it is greatly appreciated by all the members of The Belleek
Collectors International Society. Thank you all.

Helen Rankin: Hon: Secretary NI Belleek Collectors 22.5.2017.

A final look over beautiful Upper Lough Erne from the Killyhevlin hotel.
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Report on Presentations given at the 160th Gathering
On Saturday, we had a great afternoon of talks, very varied and interesting. Don Campbell (as is customary at
these events) was our Master of Ceremonies, introducing each speaker (and trying to keep time in what was a
very tight and full schedule). Paul Ewings was very competently looking after the computer/technical side of
the presentations.

The Old Mould Numbering System at Belleek
– Fergus Cleary (Head of Design, Belleek Pottery)
Don Campbell on introducing ‘our’ Fergus, said he met him for the
second time 22 years ago when Fergus became known as the ‘man with
the golden arm’ because he signed so much stuff! Don says Fergus does
not look any different now – so he is convinced that the Pottery will go on
forever!
Fergus said he first gave a talk about the moulds in 2005 at the Grand
Rapids convention, this talk would be an update.
The moulds are a valuable
resource, as they are too heavy and
dusty they have remained
relatively undisturbed for over 100
years and are blackened with soot
(from the coal fired stores used to
help dry the parian). The old store
room was demolished about 15
years ago and it was then that
Fergus started cataloguing some of
the moulds, and he noticed that
some of the older moulds had a
numbering system and dated
(some have dates on) back to the
oldest years of the Pottery. You
might only find a numbered mould
for 1 part of a complete piece,
which can make identification
challenging.
The Old Block Mould Store Room at the Pottery
Fergus suspects that Block #1 might be for the Swan candlestick. Many moulds have very distinctive
handwriting incised on the outside, perhaps indicating the writing was done by a single hand/individual. Often
there is a sequence of mould numbers of the same pattern, for example the Prince of Wales service,
greyhounds, minstrels. Fergus listed his findings so far:






Belleek production began in 1863.
Only moulds for parian items are numbered.
The earliest identified and numbered mould is the Hounds & Stag. This is block #3.
The highest numbered block mould (found to date) is #188.
We can assume that these numbered blocks contain the earliest designs produced by Belleek.
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Identified Block Numbers


Block #3: Hounds & Stag
(Right - mould and picture
from old photograph album
and below: the actual item)



Block #4: Quiver Vase



Block #5: Figure of an Irish
Setter

Right: casting from the mould

Fergus had wondered what item this dog was from, but now he knows it is
from a group of hunting dogs tracking a game bird. Above: close-up from the
Pottery old showroom (top shelf) and image and close-up from old glass
slide of the work benches.










Block #6: Bather
Block #7: Group of Greyhounds
Block #8: Pair of reclining Greyhounds
Block #9: Pair of single sitting Greyhounds
Block #12: Corn on the Cob vase
Block #13: Griffin on Shell. This mould is for just the wings.
Block #15: Gypsy Bather
Block #16: Figure of a roundhead
Block #17: Figure of a cavalier
Right: Cavalier and Roundhead
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Block #19: Individual Sugar:
Note: Block #41 is the matching individual cream



Block #20: Figure of an artist? Strange!



Block #22: Piano candlestick



Block #23: Bust of John Wesley. Dated June 1865 (below)





Block #24: Bust of William Shakespere. Dated June 1865
Block #27: Nautilus on Shell
Block #29: Beetle fly matchbox



Block #34: Dolium shell (right). An example of this item
was purchased by the Museum of Practical Geology in April
1868, so the mould must have been made prior to this.



Block #46: Seahorse flower holder (below right).
Note: Block #68 is for Seahorse & Shell








Block #50: Angel of Baptism
Block #51: Prince of Wales ice pail. Registered Sept 5th 1868
Block #53: Prince of Wales centre
Block #54: Echinus footed bowl. Part of P.o.W service
Block #65: Papal candle lamp
Block #76: Echinus teapot (small size).
Note: Block #140 is Echinus teapot (large size).
Block #77: Crouching Venus.
Block #84: Jack on Shore. Design registered 13th Nov 1869
Block #85: Jack at Sea. Again, design registered 13th Nov
1869
Block #88: Brewer Tobacco jar





Right: Wonder where his head is?
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Block #93: Old man & dog candlestick
Block #94: Boy & fish spill



Block #96: Pierced perfume bottle
(right)



Block #99: Belgian hawker woman



Block #108: Acanthus vase. Possibly
the Institute jug? (below right)



Block #109: Institute sugar box. Design registered 12th Nov
1870
Block #114, 117, 118: Various comports from Triboy (Greek)
dessert service
Block #120: Boy & swan comport
Block #123: Boy & dolphin candlestick
Block #126: Minstrel centrepiece. Design registered 5th Jan
1872
Block #128: Chinese tea urn. Design registered 16th Mar 1872
Block #131: Chinese teapot









Block #133: Figure of Erin. Modelled by William Boyton Kirk.
Armstrong unveiled her at the 1872 Dublin Exhibition. (below)



Block #141, 142, 143, 144: Various minstrel figures
with musical instruments



Block #167:
Lithophanes – Girl
with goat, Ladies with
pigeon (right)
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Block #188: Flower
holder with 7 flared
apertures (below)

Mould of an unknown piece. Block #? dated
June 1871. Wonder what it is for.
Fergus noticed that on Block #188 the handwriting changes. It seems that the numbering system lasted from
1865 through to 1872 and then the system broke down or was discontinued – why? Maybe the Goss mould
makers had gone, or too many moulds were being produced to implement the system anymore?
[Ed: If the numbers where in chronological sequential order, it makes you wonder what items the missing
mould numbers were for]
Fergus's talk raised many questions and really warrants a great deal more time and space - the schedule was so
tight on the Saturday afternoon that many of these questions raised were not able to be considered - we hope
that Fergus will give us a definitive article for a later issue of the Newsletter - although, as all researchers
always say, new things are continually being discovered and any presentation or article represents the state of
knowledge at that time.
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The Minerals & Materials that led to the Establishment of Belleek
- Richard Watson (Geopark, MD of UNESCO site).
Geopark was the first UNESCO site to cross an international border,
it includes the famous Marble Arch Caves. The site gets about
400,000 visitors per year.
It is the geology found here that gave rise to the Belleek Pottery.

J.C. Bloomfield was appalled by
the conditions of people living in
the area. He commissioned a
geological survey and found it
was rich in various minerals. The
only ingredient missing was fuel
to fire the kilns (except peat), so
coal was imported.
The geological map of Northern
Ireland shows some of the most
varied geology on the planet. The
volcanic landscape was formed
about 550 million years ago, some
was under a tropical ocean 300
million years ago.
Ingredients that Belleek needed:
Kaolinite – china clay formed by weathering of rocks, typically feldspar. It has low shrink-swell characteristics.
Extracted by open cast quarrying.
Pegmatite – is rock with quartz, mica and feldspar and is typically a pink colour. This melts at lower
temperatures, forms a glassy matrix and binds the mix together like glue. It has a translucent appearance. Mined
from horizontal veins in small underground mines, the last mine closed about WW2.
Chert – flint, silica, biscuit in colour. This gives strength and structure. Extracted as a result of limestone
quarrying.
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The combination of these ingredients allows items to be very finely crafted.

The Coming of the Railways to Fermanagh
– Selwyn Johnson & Alan Devers
(Head hunters Railway Museum)
‘Head Hunters’ refers to part of the Museum that was a barbers shop (in
Enniskillen). It provides the income as the Museum is free.
J.C. Bloomfield inherited the
estate in 1849 (Castle Caldwell).








1830 The railways started
1834 First Irish railway
1854 Londonderry to
Enniskillen started. The
famine slowed construction
 1859 This line was complete.
But Belleek was still 20 miles
away
 Bloomfield (with others) tried
to promote building a railway
to Belleek
 1863 The foundation stone for
the railway bridge to Belleek
was laid. The museum has the
actual trowel used to lay this
stone. It has a lovely Irish bog
oak handle (right).
1864 Line to Bundoran started by the ‘Irish Northern Western
Railway Company’
1866 Line got to Bundoran.
1876 The ‘Great Northern Railway Ireland’ took over the ‘Irish
Northern Western Railway Company’. It was common practice for
railway companies to absorb competitive railways. Eventually the
railways ended up with just a few large companies.

There was a lot of traffic from Belleek to the UK and
onto Worcester. Two locomotives were used (similar
to that shown on the left), these originated from
Worcester and on the last part of their journey they
were shipped up the Erne where 1 fell into the lake! It
was recovered and managed to last until 1892.
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The Belleek train was a typical branch train with 2 goods vans plus 2 passenger carriages. There was a siding at
the back of the station behind the signal cabin that went to the Pottery. For a couple of years coal was delivered
in open wagons and the workers were paid extra to unload.
Right: The posh gateway to Castle Caldwell was
actually a railway bridge over which there was a
track for trains to pass.
Belleek railway station was situated at the top of
Main Street. Views of this station are shown
below.

The Bundoran Junction station building still
exists, it had had very important refreshment
rooms.
For the last part of the talk, we were treated to a
large variety of images of views of stations from
around the area, locomotives and hordes of
tourists going to Bundoran and pilgrims going to
St. Patrick's Purgatory at Lough Derg.

Right: the wonderful refreshment rooms at
Bundoran Junction (North of Enniskillen)

Editor: when in Enniskillen, drop in to see the Headhunters Railway Museum, it is very interesting and worth a
visit - you don't have to have your hair cut!
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The Poems of Katie Elliott, daughter of R. W. Armstrong
– Vivienne Ferguson

Vivienne’s husband Robin’s great grandmother was
Katherine Elliot.
She thanked people for the support she had received
on this project, with special thanks to Joe O’Loughlin
who was not able to be here.
Katherine (Katie) Elliott was born in St. Pancras
(London), daughter of R.W. Armstrong and Annie
Langley Nairn. She lived in Rose Isle House whilst
Armstrong was setting up the Pottery. It is believed
that she designed the Neptune pattern.
When she was in her 20s the new Pottery building
was underway. A young man, James Elliott, delivered
materials to the building site. She took a shine to him
and sent him a note to ask him to wear a white rose
when he next came, he did this and they fell in love.
Katie’s parents disapproved of her association with James and offered to give her Rathmore Row if she ended
the relationship, but she said ‘I will not be bought’. They were married and she was disowned, her family not
speaking to her whilst her father Robert Williams Armstrong lived.
They setup home on a farm in the townland of Gortnalee, but struggled, having 5 children, times were hard.
Katie became deeply involved with Slavin Church, being musically talented she helped setup a choir (very
accomplished) and raised funds to buy an organ, she later became an organist.
Katie died in 1910 aged 51 years and is buried near to the door at Slavin Church.
Vivienne decided to produce a book of Katie Elliott’s poems, with poems from other family members. She read
2 poems from the book: ‘Recollection’ by Katie and ‘Time’ by Sharon Ferguson, Vivienne’s daughter (great
great granddaughter).
The book is near completion and will be available soon - £15 (UK), £20 (USA).
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My Irish Connections to the Pottery
– Adelina Brann (Florida Chapter)
Adelina gave a talk on her
family ties with Belleek on
her mother’s side – the
Mullin family.
Adelina’s grandparents left
Ireland and went to Chicago
to get married, then returned
to Belleek to raise their
family.
Right: The
Mullen Maternal
family
tree
Left:
Grandparents –
Thomas Mullin
and Bridget
McGinty

Adelina’s mother,
Mary, was a Nun
before she
married. But later
left the order
and emigrated to
Chicago where
she met her
husband Joseph
Greene.
Above left: Sister Mary (Kate) Mullin. Adelina’s
mother before she left the order.
Centre: Mary Kate Mullin arrives in Chicago.
Right: Wedding day for Adelina’s parents. Mary
Kate Mullin and Joseph Greene, Chicago.
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Her parents did not have happy marriage. Her father had all of the
vices and was not good husband. Home life was not easy.
The Mullin’s were Catholic and some of the family in Ireland
strongly supported the Irish Republican cause.
Her uncle Robert (Robby) Mullen worked at the Pottery all his life,
mainly on baskets. He was one of the founders of Celtic Weave. He
would pinch sub-standard Belleek from the Pottery. When her cousin
Seamus Mullen (son of Robby) visited Adelina, he would bring her a
present of a Belleek basket!
Patrick Mullin, another of Adelina’s uncles, died recently in Belleek.
Right: Part of my Belleek collection in Florida.
Adelina has just met, for the first time, some of her relatives in
Belleek and Enniskillen. They had not known that her side of the
Mullin family existed, after all her mother had become a Nun!
They were all coming to Sunday lunch (tomorrow)!

The Life and Career of Miss Alice Jacob
– Helen Rankin (Secretary, Northern Ireland
Collectors’ Group)
Helen has been researching influences on Irish design and
promotion of Irish products for many years now. In this talk she
enlightened us about the important Irish designer Alice Jacob. In
her time she was one of the foremost designers (1862-1921) a
‘hot bed of talent’. She greatly improved design in lace, was an
artist and illustrator and a teacher in the ‘Arts and Crafts’
movement (late C19th early C20th).
Alice started as student, aged 14, at the Metropolitan School in
Dublin (Art School) and was perhaps their most creative student
and started to win prizes for her work. She was later to become
one of their teachers.
We also learnt about the influence of Lady Aberdeen, a great pioneer dedicated to promoting Irish industry.
Then, we were shown which designs for Belleek Alice was responsible for. And, when the ‘Celtic Revival’
started, Arts and Crafts designs were produced on Belleek bowls made at the Art Schools where Alice was a
teacher.
A detailed article, based on Helen's presentation is given later in this Newsletter.
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New Zealand Belleek Collections
– Eddie Murphy (President, New Zealand Collectors’
Group)
Eddie and Linda Murphy had not long returned from a fabulous touring
holiday in New Zealand. They met up with the New Zealand Belleekers for
a meeting, stayed at a few of their homes and viewed their really quite
magnificent collections.
There is indeed some wonderful Belleek in New Zealand and Eddie gave us
a flavour of what they saw.

Left: Not all here is Belleek, can you
tell what is and isn't?
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A selection of phenomenal items in NZ collections....
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These photographs are from a number of collections.

Thank you to the New Zealanders for letting me take
photos and allowing me to share them with you.

....A fond goodbye to New Zealand.

...Eddie and Linda Murphy
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My Design Work to date
– Wendy Ward (Designer & Degenhardt Award Winner 2013)
– Given by Fergus Cleary
Unfortunately Wendy could not be with us as she was away for 2 weeks at
the Meissen factory (Germany). Fergus had volunteered to give Wendy’s
presentation in her place.
Wendy was awarded a Richard K Degenhardt scholarship at Ulster
University 3 years ago in 2013 and graduated in contemporary applied art.
She then went on to complete an MFA in Multidisciplinary design,
specialising in lighting design, still at Ulster University in 2015.
Since then she has done a lot of
commission work for many factories and
has been artist in residence at the Belleek
Pottery for the last year and a half.
At Belleek she worked on
a porcelain lighting
collection, now part of
Belleek Living. Also a
Woodland collection
inspired by Castle
Caldwell. She also helped
with products for the
160th anniversary.

Looking into the future, she had just launched 3 contemporary Belleek vases (she also designed the packaging),
another vase will be added to this collection in August.

For more on Wendy’s work, see website: wendy-ward.co.uk
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The Life and Career of Alice Jacob
Irish Designer (1862 – 1921)
From a Presentation by D. Helen Rankin
April 2017 in Celebration of Belleek Pottery 160th Anniversary
Introduction
The creative talents of Alice Jacob had been lost in time, but thanks to her botanical drawings stored at the
Botanical Gardens at Glasnevin, Dublin, Charles Nelson chose to celebrate the 150th Anniversary of her birth
by writing an article “Alice Jacob and Her Orchids” published in “The Irish Gardener” April 2012.
This article with its fleeting references to Alice Jacob designing for Belleek Pottery was spotted by a member of
our Northern Ireland Belleek Collectors Society, Kathleen Cushnahan. Alice’s work and influence in the
creative world of the emerging Irish Arts & Craft Movement has been ignored for too long. This piece of
research has been undertaken to once again highlight her talents as a designer and teacher.

Family Background
Alice Jacob was born in Auckland, New Zealand, on 26th January 1862, the second child of an immigrant Irish Quaker
family. Her father Anthony Pim Jacob (the names Jacob and Pim come from a well-established Quaker ancestry), his
brother Samuel Watson Jacob and fellow passengers had emigrated from Ireland to New Zealand on the ship “John Scott”
arriving in Auckland on 7th March 1859. Alice’s mother Elizabeth Jessop and her brother John Jessop travelled to New
Zealand on the same ship as the Jacob brothers.
Anthony and Elizabeth were married on arrival in Auckland and their first child, a son named Joseph was born in 1860;
followed by Alice on 26th January1862. They were to have a large family of three boys and five girls:Joseph Airy

born 1860

Alice

born 1862

Marian
Samuel Watson
Charles Anthony
Antonia Anna Pim
Mabel
Emily L.

born 1864
born 1865
born 1867
born 1869
born 1871
born 1874

all born in New Zealand
Dublin

It is not known what occupations Joseph and his brother Samuel found on their arrival in the city of Auckland New
Zealand. They may have found work through other Quakers already living there. Life would have been hard but Anthony
would have done any work that was available to support his growing family.
However by late 1870 they had decided to return to Ireland and the family is noted as living back in Dublin. Baby Mabel
sadly died in Dublin in 1871. Another daughter Emily L, was born in Dublin in 1874.
The 1901 Census of Ireland lists the family living at 88 Thomas Street Ushers Quay Dublin running a “Temperance
Hotel.” They regularly advertised the hotel - “This House had now a well-won reputation for comfort and small charges.
Those who came once came again.” And “No late roysterers are admitted to disturb tired travellers.” The 1901 Census
also notes “Alice Jacob - Daughter aged 39 years - Art Teacher and Designer, not married born New Zealand”
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Alice Jacob’s Creative Career
From an early age Alice must have shown a special artistic aptitude at school. Due to her father’s family Quaker
background, she may have attended a Quaker School in Dublin. Unfortunately no record can be found in the Dublin
Quaker School records for her. However, from the 1840’s the curriculum for the National School Board of Education in
Ireland included and was designed to teach girls basic sewing and domestic skills, which could provide future
employment. Alice would have been encouraged at school to develop an interest in skilled domestic activities, like
embroidery, lacemaking and watercolour painting from which she could potentially make a living.

Design Career – Metropolitan School of Art, Dublin (DMSA)
In 1876 Alice Jacob was skilled and talented enough to be enrolled in the Metropolitan School of Art in Dublin aged 14
years. Her father paid 3s 6d tuition fees for her first session. The School records show her continuous study and
employment.
The Metropolitan School of Art, Dublin records also show that in the session dated 1877-1878 her brother Charles A.
Jacob was enrolled, but by May 1879 there is no further record of him. In May 1879 brother Samuel W. Jacob is enrolled
at 3s 6d with Alice. There is no further record of either brother again in the school registers. She was obviously the
artistic member of the family.
Alice proved an excellent student passing her Second Grade exams in October 1877 and obtaining her Third-Grade or
Master’s certificate in November 1881. She became a student teacher then a fully qualified teacher.



















1882-3 Alice was awarded the Gilchrist Trust Scholarship
1888 Alice was offered a free studentship. During her training she was acknowledged as their most creative and
outstanding student.
Alice was sent to London to study at the Government Training School in South Kensington.
She also taught Elementary Design for a time at the Cork School of Art, and later Rathmines Technical School,
Dublin.
By the mid 1890’s she was designing laces which students in the Dublin School of Art executed for exhibition,
and was regularly winning prizes for her lace designs at the prestigious Royal Dublin Society (RDS)
competitions. The long list of Alice’s prizes range over Carrickmacross & Limerick laces, crochet and
embroidery can be found in the RDS Proceedings Volumes.
1890 At the Royal Dublin Society Horse Show, in the Art Industries Competition she was one of the top prizewinners.
1891 The Kyrle Society of London awarded her a prize for a painted frieze, which was presented to her by Walter
Crane (1845-1915) the Englishman who was an influential children’s book illustrator and worked to promote the
ideas of the Arts & Crafts Movement.
“The Art Journal” reported on the embroidery designs:
“The most striking of these is by Alice Jacob of Dublin, for a curtain with cut liners and embroidered fittings. The
cut portion of the design representing Celtic interlaced draperies is handsome and shows considerable power,
but the foliage is weak…”.
That summer Alice attended the summer course at the Royal School of Art Needlework, South Kensington.
1891-1893 Her designs were represented at the Paris Arts de la Femme Exhibition.
1894 At the Royal Dublin Society Horse Show, Art Industries Competition she won nine first prizes for her
entries.
1897 Alice received a silver medal for lace design in the National Competition.
1898 Her work was selected for a Hungarian Government Exhibition in the new Museum of Industrial Art in
Budapest, Hungary.
1898 Alice was appointed the first Teacher of Design and Ornament in the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art.
1900 The Dublin Municipal School of Art inaugurated the first summer course in Lace and Embroidery headed
by Alice Jacob. She was acknowledged as being their most “brilliant student”.
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“Through the Branchardiere Fund a bequest administered through the Royal Dublin Society the DMSA School financed
lace teachers from the provinces to come to Dublin to study drawing and design for short periods. Teachers attended
from Carrickmacross, Crossmaglen, Armagh, and Benmore” (Inishmacsaint).
During the school summer breaks Alice Jacob was sent
around the country to teach and encourage young girl
students’ skills in lacemaking and embroidery at different
lacemaking schools from Cork, Limerick to Glencolumbkille
lace class in Donegal.
In 1904 examples of the works were exhibited at the RDS
Competitions from over 28 schools and convents.
Railway travel by train across Ireland gave teachers and
students access to all parts of the country.
As her work became known Alice began to design for the
Dublin linen firms. The commercial companies saw her
quality designs developing. As a regular prize winner at
National competitions:
“…her work must stand at the beginning of modern design
studies at the school” …“Decorative or applied art should
never be looked upon as in any way an inferior branch”
(DMSA)
Right: Alice Jacob’s designs for borders.

Different Types of Lacemaking
Alice Jacob was inspired to design patterns for different types of lacemaking techniques. She became known as a teacher
for her outstanding designs and award winning examples and as an exhibitor of high quality Irish lace. She would have
earned a modest income from her creative, artistic teaching work and her outside commercial design work, which
contributed to supporting herself and her family during her lifetime.

Pillow or Bobbin Lace
From 1741 The Royal Dublin Society holds the first records of Irish Lacemaking.

Needlepoint Lace
Working with the point of the needle also developed.

Limerick Lace
Limerick lace is a form of embroidery on net which was made possible by the invention of machine made net, before this
net had been very expensive to produce. Limerick lace was then the first Irish lace to develop on a commercial basis.
In 1828 Charles Walker from Oxford brought twenty four girls to Limerick “skilled in the art of lace embroidery” to
teach lacemaking.
In 1844 a Mr and Mrs Hall during their tour of Ireland reported:
“about 1,700 females were employed in the various branches of the trade consisting of tambourers, runners, darners,
menders, washers, finishers, framers, muslin embroiderers and lace open-workers.” The ages ranged from 8 to 30 years
when their eyesight would have been no longer good enough for the fine work.”
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Other factories were opened in the district giving employment to c 3,000 employees adding greatly to the economy of the
district. By 1850 Limerick Lace had become popular and prized by wealthy and fashionable ladies throughout Europe.
In 1880’s Quaker Mrs Florence Vere O’Brien was encouraged to promote and improve the lacemaking industry in
Limerick. A committee was formed and in 1889 a lacemaking school was opened, their work continued to raise standards.
Limerick lace was sold through retail shops in Limerick, Cork, and London. In Dublin the Irish Lace Depot in Grafton
Street was opened by Ben Lindsay later purchased by Lady Ishbel Aberdeen. In Belfast Robinson and Cleavers
advertised “British & Foreign lace” specifying “every description of Irish lace could be made to order”. The school
closed in 1922 when all the patterns, designs and materials were returned to Florence Vere O’Brien’s home Ballyalla.
Like other lace manufacture the trade declined at the beginning of the 20th century. However, there is a revival of interest
in the work today and classes in Limerick lacemaking are still available through the Irish Lace Guilds.
Right: Mrs Bridget O’Brien’s applique class, St.
Louis Convent, Carrickmacross, 1905.
Right Below: Mrs Florence Vere O’Brien’s
school for Limerick lace workers.
Fortunately, The National Museum Dublin holds a
selection of c250 working patterns for Limerick Lace from
Mrs Florence Vere O’Brien’s Lace School which were
purchased from her daughter in 1950. (museum ref:
DT:1958.40)
They also have a lace front of a ladies skirt panel (below)
which is a mixture of Limerick & Carrickmacross dated
c1900. (museum ref: DT 1934.79). Many of these patterns
were designed by Alice Jacob.

Carrickmacross Guipure Lace
Carrickmacross Lace originated in the early 1820’s - its style was inspired by examples of applique` lace collected by
Mrs Grey Porter wife of the Church of Ireland Rector of Donaghmoyne, outside Carrickmacross Co. Monaghan. On her
honeymoon in Italy in 1816 she had seen ladies making lovely fashionable lace. Like other “Gentry Ladies – especially
the wives of Anglican clergymen” at that time, wanted to provide employment for the Irish rural poor. She saw in
lacemaking the opportunity for young women to earn a living. She and her maid Ann Steadman taught themselves by
copying the Italian style lace and started their applique` lace classes.
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One of their pupils Miss Rose Carolan won a Branchardiere Fund Scholarship to study at DMAS. “she was therefore a
trained designer, instructed by teachers like Alice Jacob how to create patterns of birds, flowers, scrolls or urns in
cambric… and how to use lace stiches with discretion.”. On her return to St Louis School she established its reputation.
Classes were established in convents around Ireland like Mrs Bridget O’Brien’s (no relation to Mrs Florence Vere
O’Brien) applique` classes at St Louis Convent in Carrickmacross whose pupils continue to be taught the techniques
and by regular outworkers.
Carrickmacross lace was exhibited and admired for
christening gowns, communion veils, wedding veils, collars
and cuffs and as well as treasured church vestments and
alter linens. Some priests insisted on being buried in their
lace vestments causing concern that too much was being
lost. It was commissioned and worn by Royalty from Queen
Victoria and Queen Alexandra to Princess Diana and the
Duchess of Cambridge whose wedding dress sleeves were
all trimmed with Carrickmacross lace.
Today the craft is continued at St Louis’ Convent and
through organisations like The Women’s Institute and The
Irishwomen’s Association and who offer classes at their
college An Grianan at Termonfeckin, Co. Louth.
Alice Jacob’s prize winning examples are still to be greatly
admired.
Right: Prize winning drawing of a design for a lace fan.
Right: The actual design on a Carrickmacross lace fan. It
can be seen in Rosemary Cathcart’s “Sheelin Lace
Museum” at Bellanaleck, Co. Fermanagh.

Inishmacsaint Lace
The Church of Ireland Parish of Inishmacsaint lies on the western edge of Lough Erne not too far from the village of
Belleek.
In 1865 the Rector of Inishmacsaint Rev. Hugh Hamilton died and was
succeeded by Reverend George Tottenham, he remained as Rector until
1903. He married Miss Emily Frances McClean. Whilst on their
honeymoon she had seen Venetian Raised Point Lace being made. She
had an idea to try lacemaking herself.
In 1869 Mrs Emily Tottenham and her sister Miss McClean were
responsible for introducing lacemaking as a cottage industry for the local
women of the district. They set up their lacemaking workshop in the Gate
lodge opposite the parish church.
Inishmacsaint Lace was similar to Venetian Raised/ Gros Point (Point de
Venice Lace). It is believed that the ladies took examples of this lace and
“dismantled it” to discover how it was made. When it was reassembled it
was slightly different to the original – Inishmacsaint Lace was unique.
Right: Sample of Inishmacsaint Lace (Sheelin Lace Museum)
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Examples of Inishmacsaint Lace were known to have been worn by Queen Victoria and Queen Alexandra and it was
exported to America and shown at the Chicago Fair organised by Lady Aberdeen in 1893.
Sadly, the Inishmacsaint lacemaking industry declined before the First World War. However, today there are a group of
local ladies – The Churchill Lacemaking Group – who are working on a heritage project to revive the skills of making
Inishmacsaint Lace.

Belleek Connections - 1865
In the adjoining Church of Ireland Parish of Belleek the Rev Halahan Dunbar (1819-1904) was appointed Curate.
He was a friend and associate of Belleek Pottery’s Robert Williams Armstrong. Rev. Halahan Dunbar was a talented
sculptor and is known for his Belleek parian ware figures, Greyhound studies and busts of famous people including
William Shakespeare and Charles Wesley.
In 1869 he left Belleek to escort his sister to Australia, then moved
on to New Zealand and eventually settled in Sonoma California
USA where he died on 2 November 1904. Belleek Pottery’s Head
of Design Fergus Cleary has done extensive research into his
career.
His Group of Greyhounds has been revived as part of the Belleek
160th Year Anniversary 2017. Senior “Fettler” Brendan McCauley
has had the opportunity to re-create this iconic piece using the
original plaster moulds from the Pottery archives. He was able to
study an original first period example during our visit to The
National Museum at Collins Barracks in September 2016.
Right: New, 160th Year, Group of Greyhounds (note:
produced without porcelain chains)

Influence of Lady Ishbel Aberdeen (1857- 1939) - Promoting Irish Lacemaking
The Arts & Crafts Movement and The Irish Celtic Revival
Lady Ishbel Aberdeen’s husband Lord Aberdeen served as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland for two terms in 1886 and
1905 to 1915. He also served as 7th Governor General of Canada from 1893 to 1898.
Lady Aberdeen was fortunate to have the finances and social status to promote her interests in the role of women in the
Irish rural economy. Along with other “gentry ladies” she set about encouraging the production of Irish lace making to
assist with providing much needed incomes for their families.
She was a woman of great drive and energy who was in the enviable position of being able to direct and promote her
interests and achieve her ambitions.

Lace Making and Sales
1886 Lady Aberdeen founded the Irish Industries Association to market articles such as lace and crochet produced by
cottage industries, the designs for which were part of Alice Jacob and the Dublin Metropolitan School of Art’s (DMSA)
work.
1886 She organised the Irish section of the Edinburgh International Exhibition.
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1887 She purchased the Central Irish Lace Depot in Dublin from the family of the late lace dealer Ben Lindsay. She
was also very influential in the display and marketing of lace outside Ireland.
1893 The first large scale show of Irish Art Industry was in the “Irish Industrial Village” at The World’s Columbian
Exhibition held in Chicago USA (The Chicago World Trade Fair). It showcased lacemaking, as well as weaving,
wood carving metalwork, and other crafts.

The Irish Arts & Crafts Movement
1895 The first exhibition of the Arts & Crafts Society of Ireland was held at the Royal University of Ireland, Earlsford
Terrace, Dublin.
It included – embroidery, lace, decorative painting, engraving, lithography, book production, stained glass, goldsmiths’ &
silversmiths’ work, mosaic, stone carving and wood carving.
During the winters of 1896/7/8 a series of lectures and practical demonstrations were held to promote and develop skills.
In the mid 1890’s with the financial support of Lady Aberdeen, a centre was organised to co-ordinate the lacemaking
work produced by many rural convents.
1896 Arts & Crafts Exhibition London
Textile items were exhibited from Presentation Convent in Youghal, Inishmacsaint Lace, Co. Fermanagh and the Royal
School of Art Needlework, Dublin.
1901 Craftwork was sent to the Irish Pavilion at the Glasgow Exhibition
There had been criticism of the general standard of Irish design …except for lace & embroidery – Alice Jacob was in
charge of the lace design class.
There was growing interest in Celtic designs linked to the past – like the
Medieval Gospels – The Book of Kells and Book of Durrow and Celtic knots and
lacework.
In the early 1900’s the Irish Celtic Revival Movement was in full swing with
the DMSA being the hub of its artistic influence. Alice embraced these old
cultural traditions which can be seen in her embossed leatherwork.
Alice studied and became fluent in the Irish language. In the 1911 Census she is
recorded as speaking both English and Irish. Also after 1909 her botanical
drawings of orchids for the Royal Botanical Gardens at Glasnevin were
annotated in fine Celtic style script.
1907 Lady Aberdeen organised “The Irish Lace Ball” at Dublin Castle, all the
ladies were requested to wear gowns with Irish lace, crochet and embroidery
decoration on Irish poplin to encourage good design and style. Countess
Markievicz wore “an emerald green chiffon over silk, entirely veiled with
beautiful Limerick lace, caught with black velvet rosettes and finished off with a
black velvet sash.”
Right: Lady Aberdeen in an Irish lace dress 1907
1909 The Countess of Aberdeen’s Full Court Dress - she ordered a gown of
saffron Irish poplin embroidered with cream and gold Celtic design incorporating
the Irish goods trade mark. It had a full train made of Irish poplin heavily
embroidered in gold in a design from the Book of Kells. The trade mark had been
registered in 1906 by the Irish Industrial Development Association, an informal
federation of local industrial associations.
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Above left: Lady Aberdeen in her Court Dress.

Above right: Irish goods trade mark from the bottom of Lady Aberdeen’s dress. You might recognise it - this ‘Déanta
In Éirinn’ symbol forms part of Belleek’s Third Black mark.
Ferus Cleary says his father was told that Lady Aberdeen made a speech to the people in Belleek. She supposedly
spoke from an upstairs window at the Cleary house on the corner of Belleek Main Street near to the Pottery. However
Fergus has not been able to find a reference to this in any publication.

Book illustration and Commercial Art
Alice Jacob, the chief “Design Teacher” had gathered together a collection of the best illustrated books available for
students, to encourage them to study, develop and promote new ideas and designs.
The role and influence of Alice Jacob as a teacher of design has been largely unsung. She was a great inspiration and
encouragement for all the students who attended her design classes for over 30 years.
The 1987 Catalogue of an exhibition “Irish Women Artists” held in the National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin states “Alice
Jacob … was an able designer for lace, floral damasks, crochet, painted silks and embroidery, her designs based her
many botanical studies. The Celtic motifs of her embossed leather work reflected her membership of the Gaelic League.”

Alice Jacob Artist
Botanical Artist
In 1900 An Illustrated book “Handy Book of Horticulture” was written by Canon Francis Carlisle Hayes (1838-1931)
the Church of Ireland Rector of Raheny, Dublin. He was also a lecturer in Practical Horticulture in Alexandra College,
Dublin. Alice was responsible for the horticultural drawings/diagrams in the publication.
Her family were now members of the Church of Ireland congregation, her postal address for Royal Dublin Society (RDS)
competitions was often given as “Belfield, Raheny, Dublin”. It has been suggested that these botanical illustrations are
perhaps her only drawings published during her lifetime.
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Botanical Illustrations for the Royal Botanical Gardens Glasnevin - May 1908 to May 1919
Alice Jacob began working for Frederick Moore, Curator at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin. Moore was
actively collecting examples of “pigmy” orchids that were previously unknown or unrecorded. Moore realised that these
rather dull shaded, unfashionable small “pigmies” orchids were of great scientific importance. He was acknowledged as
one of the foremost experts on orchid species. In 1911 Frederick Moore was knighted by King George V for his services
to Irish Horticulture

Orchid Illustrations and Quaker Connections
It is to be noted that this very precise and exacting
illustration work was undertaken by three ladies with
Quaker backgrounds. They all contributed to recording
hundreds of new and previously unknown orchid
specimens for the Royal Botanical Gardens, Glasnevin
Collection, Dublin.
Alice Jacob followed Quaker artists Miss Josephine
Humphries who is known to have painted c 93
examples of orchids at Glasnevin in 1890’s and Miss
Lydia Shackleton (1828-1914)
Miss Lydia Shackleton worked on over 1,040 examples
of orchid specimens between September 1884 and
December 1907 for Frederick Moore. Lydia Shackleton
had already painted hundreds of other plant specimens
including fine examples of Irish wild flowers and wild
plants sketched during her travels in the United States of
America.
Right: Example of a drawing by Alice Jacob
showing a Pigmy Orchid signed ‘A.J.’, July 9th 1910.
1908 Frederick Moore officially commissioned Alice Jacob to paint the rare and newly acquired examples of tropical
orchids being sent to Glasnevin. He was permitted to pay her up to £3.00 a year out of the budget for purchasing seeds,
and she was to paint the orchids in her own time. Alice charged two shillings for each piece, averaging between ten to
fourteen illustrations per year. In 1916 her maximum output was twenty illustrations. Between May 1908 and May 1919,
she painted the portraits of more than 155 specimens.
She painted the orchids using watercolours in a more scientific manner using both front, back and lateral views of the
specimens and sometimes making the very small varieties larger than life size. She annotated each piece of her work and
wrote on the back how much she was paid for each illustration. Alice painted over 155 examples. After 1909 she
annotated the paintings using Celtic script lettering showing her interest in The Gaelic League and the Irish Arts & Crafts
Movement. The last Glasnevin collection orchid she painted for Sir Frederick Moore was Catasetum rodigasianum,
dated 31 May 1919.

Landscape Artist
As well as her botanical work, she is noted as exhibiting landscape paintings at the Arts & Crafts Exhibitions held by the
Gaelic League in 1910 and 1917.
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Goodbye Alice
Alice Jacob spent her life
developing her creative
work. We know little or
nothing about her private
life except that she did not
marry and was close to and
supported her extended
family. She must have been
a strong character to have
developed such a high
reputation in a very
competitive and demanding
artistic world. She was
obviously devoted to her
artistic career.
Right: I have found only
one photograph of her taken
together with her fellow
DMSA teachers – The
Gaelic Society at Dublin
Metropolitan School of Art
dated 1905 – she appears to
be a slight figure in an
Edwardian style skirt and
blouse. She looks frail of
stature and not too robust.
Alice retired from her job at DMAS on the 23rd June 1921. Shortly afterwards she was taken ill and died in hospital
on 31st July 1921 aged 59 years. She had given instructions and obtained permission, due to her Pim & Jacob Quaker
family ancestry, that she should be buried in the Quaker tradition. Her obituary appeared in the “Irish Times” on 2nd
August 1921.
The Quaker Certificate of Burial gives her address as 14 Belmont Park, Donnybrook, Dublin. The certificate notes that
she was not a member. She is buried in the Friends Burial Ground, Temple Hill, Blackrock, Dublin marked by a very
simple headstone with her name inscribed on it.
Sadly Alice Jacob’s talents appear to have been forgotten over the years. She seems to have dedicated her life to teaching
and inspiring her students in the creative designs especially of Irish lace which are now a recognised specialist market.
Fortunately there are some examples of her work and designs surviving in the National Museums and specialist private
collections and they stand proudly for her remarkable talents.

A life well spent
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Alice Jacob - Ceramic Designs Associated with Belleek Pottery
Aberdeen Tea Ware c1886
In 1886 Lord Aberdeen was appointed Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, and his wife Lady Ishbel
Aberdeen was presented with a Belleek Tea
Service. This service has subsequently been
known as “The Aberdeen Service”.
Unfortunately, there appears to be no knowledge
as to what happened to the actual service after its
trip from Dublin for exhibition in Belfast in 1895.
Right: Aberdeen dejeuner set, second period
Report in the “Belfast Newsletter”, 27th
November 1895:
“Although another well-established firm, the
Belleek China Company Co. Fermanagh, did not
itself send any exhibits, its work was represented
by a tea service presented some time before to
Lady Aberdeen. It had been made to the design of
Alice Jacob of the School of Art in Dublin who
was also responsible for a number of lace and
embroidery designs.”

Left: Detail from the Aberdeen pattern

Aberdeen Vases or Jugs
Right: Pair of Aberdeen jugs (left and right hand),
second period (these appear for the first time in
the 1904 catalogue). Note the familiar pattern at
the base.
These are also within the Belleek design collection
and must have been designed by Alice Jacob.
They have been made in three different sizes with
either plain or floral decoration. Again it is to be
assumed that they are named after the Aberdeen
connections. Note the same design around the base
of the jug as the tea set.
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The Doctor Edward Percival Wright Tea Service 1905
Alice Jacob is known to have designed a tea service in Belleek Parian Ware for Dr Edward Percival Wright (1834 - 1910)
He was an Irish ophthalmic surgeon, botanist and zoologist. He held the post of Professor of Botany in Trinity College
Dublin from 1869 to 1905.
Perhaps the Belleek Tea Service was a retirement gift to him in 1905? Enquiries so far have failed to find out if this tea
service has survived.

Other Possible Alice Jacob Designs
There is a possibility that Alice Jacob was
responsible for several other Belleek tea ware
designs – Lace and Celtic Low.

Lace Tea Ware 1881
Pattern was Registered Number 366634, Dated 2
July 1881. Hand written in ink at the top of the
design “Ornamentation claimed for David
McBirney and Robert Williams Armstrong trading
as D. McBirney Co. Potters, Belleek Fermanagh
Ireland in “Clap?” 4”.

Above: Comprehensive set of Lace Pattern items
Left: Registered Design document for the Lace pattern
Below: Detail of the Lace pattern design

I feel that the “Lace pattern” has the creativity of
an Alice Jacob lace designer’s hand to it – her
skills as a designer of hand-made lace work would
have given her no problems to diversify into
ceramic wares. Perhaps this is how she was
commissioned to design the "Aberdeen" tea set?
Note the style similarities.
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Celtic Low Tea Ware
This has several similarities to the Aberdeen pattern –
handles on the teapot, lid and cups. It also has patterns
possibly derived from the illustrations in the “Book of Kells”
– Irish Celtic knots and swirls – these would be familiar to
Alice and her interests in the revival of the Irish Celtic Arts
& Crafts Movement.
Right: Celtic Low dejeuner set

Above: Note the similar detail to the Celtic Low and
Aberdeen handles

Celtic Ring Handle Tea Ware
Right: Audrey Whitty – Keeper National Museum Collins Barracks sent this
photograph. Museum description: “Celtic Ring Handle” - Belleek Cup –
porcelain, straight sided cup, lustre interior, oval handle. Band of “Celtic”
decoration below rim. The design was a paper transfer then hand painted.
Base - Belleek stamp 3rd period (1926-1946)” (museum ref:
NMIDC.1970.34)
This design is probably not connected to Alice Jacob – having been designed
later. It dates to the very late Second Period and appears in the 1928 Belleek
Catalogue.

Celtic Design decorated Belleek Ceramic Bowls
Alice Jacob was very interested in the Irish/ Celtic Revival Movement in the early 1900’s joining with her fellow art
teachers in the Gaelic League who promoted interest in Irish Celtic designs and crafts.
Belleek Pottery would have been interested in promoting its wares and offered to supply art students in Belfast and
Dublin with its basic ceramic earthenware bowls, for them to paint on and to promote Irish Gaelic / Celtic designs. These
bowls were distributed around the art schools and students painted their own ideas, hence the diversity of the examples.
There were two sizes of bowls (and possibly even a much larger third size?). They all carry the Belleek Black 2nd Stamp
Mark (1891- 1926)
Here I must thank the many Belleek Collectors who have kindly sent me photographs showing examples from their own
collections and to Enniskillen Museum, National Museum Dublin and Belleek Pottery.
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1. Fermanagh County Museum - white lustre background with
a blue/brown Celtic knots design – interior has Gaelic
inscription in black paint “Bail O dia annseo” – “God bless
this place”. (museum ref: FCM- 1993.009)

2. National Museum Dublin - Museum description: “Painted
bowl - c1910 hand painted below rim with band of Celtic
interlacing in colours on a cream ground, lower part lustred
in green. Inside lustred cream with Gaelic lettering around
rim in black ‘May god give to you according to your heart’. Ht
3” Dia of rim 7 ¾”. (museum ref: NMIDC 1969.51)”

3. National Museum Dublin - Museum description: “Large
hemispherical bowl with upright foot, band of Celtic birds
interlaced coloured green, blue, purple, orange and black,
cream lustre background, – black and a gold rings – rim
painted black, inside cream lustre. Signature of painter on
base E.D. 1911 2nd black stamp. Ht 11cm. Dia of rim 23.3cm.
Dia of base 11cm”. (museum ref: NMIDC. 1973.12)

4. Belleek Pottery Museum - highly coloured bowl with stylised
Celtic designs, roundels of birds heads and Celtic knots,
painted interior. On the base in back paint ‘McDermott Irish
Art Workers Guild Belfast’, 2nd Belleek Black stamp.
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5. Del Domke – pink/purple lustre bowl with no design on
outside, white lustre interior has Celtic inscription on the rim
in black lettering. The inscription translates as ‘Friendship is
better than gold’. The white base has ‘E.K. McDermott,
Belfast’ in black paint, 2nd Black Belleek stamp.

6. Eddie and Linda
Murphy – four Celtic
bowls 1 large and 3
smaller – one with
white – two have
interior Celtic lettering
and roundels. One base
inscribed ‘E.
McDermott, Belfast’.

7. Pauline Corcoran - the only scenic painted bowl – view of
Lough Erne, Co. Fermanagh around the bowl with a pink
lustre finish – white lustre interior. On white base 2nd Belleek
Black stamp.

8. Roy and Rose Hollihead – blue background with Celtic
roundel yellow/blue – inside yellow lustre - on blue base
letters ‘IDAA’ (Irish Decorative Art Association) and several
numbers 2-45 painted in black, 2nd Black Belleek stamp.
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9. Colin Strong – white lustre bowl with coloured
blue/purple/orange small spots and a blue rim, the interior has
Celtic lettering inside on the rim, 2nd Belleek stamp.

10. Pat and Teresa Steen – white lustre finish bowl with blue/orange/
yellow coloured roundel – white lustre interior. On base lettering
‘R.Q.B. Moore 1912, C.M’, 2nd Belleek Black stamp.

11. Maura O’Neill - white lustre background with dark painted bands
and Celtic design birds around the bowl - inside white lustre and
cross designs - black base painted, 2nd Belleek stamp - inscribed
‘M.F. Robinson 21 Garfield Chambers Belfast’.

12. Celtic white lustre - with coloured spots around the outside and a
roundel with Celtic designed birds, Celtic inscription.

13. Tony Thompson - white lustre, yellow lustre interior - Celtic
knots, both with Celtic inscription.
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14. Chris and Bev Marvell Trio – cup, saucer and side plate – black
rim with coloured loose Celtic knots decoration – cup yellow lustre
interior. Unmarked, but undoubtedly decorated by the same studio as
the bowls above.

From the bases of these bowls we have found the names of some
students:


‘E.K. McDermott, Belfast’
Edith Kathleen McDermott had a studio/shop, 22 Wellington Place
Belfast



‘McDermott Irish Art Workers Guild Belfast’
As above



‘M.F. Robinson 21 Garfield
Chambers, Belfast’
Miss Mina Robinson whose home was
in the Cliftonville Road area of
Belfast and had a studio at 21 Garfield
Chambers, Garfield Street
Belfast. Mina Robinson was part of
the Irish Decorative Art Association
who staged their 1st Exhibition in
Portrush, Co. Antrim in July 1894.
Mina Robinson together with Eta
Lowry founded the “Belfast
School of Pokerwork” and
encouraged a group of ladies to
take these techniques up.
She may have been inspired by
an exhibition and demonstration
of “burnt wood engraving by a
Russian woman – Madame
Korvin- Pogosky”- at a ladies
Industrial Exhibition, Belfast
1891.



‘R.Q.B. Moore 1912’



‘E.D. 191’



‘I.D.A.A’ The Irish Decorative Art Association.

Perhaps we can find more examples of these Celtic decorated bowls …?
[Ed: Yes, please send in photos of your bowls]
This article is an edited version of the original manuscript. It is a more comprehensive version for our Belleek Collectors'
enjoyment.
- Helen Rankin and Bev Marvell.
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Auction News
Belleek from the Estate of Sheila Mackenzie, Calgary, Canada. Sold at Halls Auction
Services Ltd. Internet only Auction 29th January 2017.
Images and descriptions reproduced here by kind permission of Halls. Hammer prices shown below are in
Canadian Dollars and do not include buyers’ commission of 17% (or 15% for cash). Note: not all damages
and restorations are declared in the descriptions.
Sheila Mackenzie was a Belleek collector who was unknown to us and our further enquiries with Canadian
members have not shed light on who she was. What is certain though is that she had a passion, knowledge and
an eye for really nice older pieces; she must have been collecting for a considerable time.
1 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN TRIDOLPHIN COMPOTE

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Shell modelled dish atop
a triangular base set with three dolphins.
Has been repaired Height: 7.25 in.
425.00 CAD
3 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN CELTIC
HONEY POT

10 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN DOLPHIN 14 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
AND BOY CANDLESTICK
FLOWERED MENU HOLDERS (2)

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Mythological dolphin with
cherub chamber candlestick figurine. Size:
8 in.
425.00 CAD

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. A pair of menu
card holders, with applied flowers and
branches. Size: 2.5 x 2.5 in.
220.00 CAD
15 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN CLAM
SHELL BOWLS (2)

12 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN HONEY
POT WITH LID
-First period black
mark, 1863-1890 and a Ninth period blue
mark, 1997-1999 clam shell bowl with
griffin. Size: 7.5 in.
800.00 CAD

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Very rare Celtic honey
pot with Celtic knot decoration and yellow
luster highlights. Size: 5.25 in.
650.00 CAD
5 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FIGURE
OF "ERIN"

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Basketweave hive moulded
with bees amongst grasses picked out in
naturalistic colors, raised on a three-legged
table base. Size: 6 in.
475.00 CAD
13 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN PINK
RIBBON LOT (4)

-First period black mark, 18631890. Parian figure "symbolizing the
dawning of the Pottery". Height: 17 in.
2,000.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Assembled grouping of
pieces decorated with pink ribbon detail.
Lot comprised of a pair of small vases, a
decorated jug and a jam jar (no lid). Size:
6.25 in. (and smaller)
425.00 CAD
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18 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FITTED
EGG CUP HOLDER

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. The circular base with
molded basket weave decoration with six
circular openings, from the center an
upraised hand holding a ring as handle,
fitted with six egg cups raised on pedestal
stem with molded basket weave decoration.
Size: 5.5 x 7 in.
375.00 CAD
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19A - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
CHINESE TEA WARE TRAY

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Moulded with a dragon
chasing a pearl amongst clouds and stars,
the dragon and barbed rim picked out in
purple lustre, `bronze' and gilding. Size: 15
in.
1,100.00 CAD

23 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
RATHMORE BASKET

-Fine and rare Irish
Belleek oval Rathmore painted basket, four
strands with two pads marked Belleek R,
CO. Fermanagh. Size: 5.25 x 12 in.
2,000.00 CAD
24 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FOOTED
BASKET

20 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN OVAL
COVERED BASKET

-First period 18651889 impressed banner mark. Modelled
around a three strand base, with gnarled
twig handles and finial, profusely decorated
with lustrous flowers and leaves. Some loss
to the flowers. Size: 5.5 x 8.25 in.
650.00 CAD
21 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN BOY
BOMBINEER

30 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"TRIDACNA" TEA SERVICE (14)

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Group comprised of a
large and small teapot, four teacups, two
creamer and two sugar, two small footed
shell bowls, serving tray and serving bowl.
(Tray may be Neptune pattern)
375.00 CAD
36 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"SYDEHAM" TWIG BASKET

-Second period,
1890-1920 impressed banner mark. With
three strand centre and triple-looped rim
encrusted with floral sprays and twinbranch handles and feet. Size: 4 x 10 in.
550.00 CAD
-First period, 186525 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN BASKETS
1889
impressed
banner
mark. With three(2)
strand centre, the double-looped rim
encrusted with sprays of lily-of-the-valley
between twin branch handles. Has been
-First period, 1865repaired. Size: 3.75 x 11.5 in.
1889 impressed banner mark. Three strand
180.00 CAD
with small shamrocks and roses with leaves
and buds along the rim. Some loss to the
39 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
flowers. Size: 2.5 x 5.25 in. -Second period, FLOWERED MIRROR
1890-1920 impressed banner mark.
Modelled around a two strand base, with
gnarled twig handles, decorated with
lustrous flowers and leaves. Has been
repaired. Size: 3.75 x 10 in.
200.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Pierced dish supported by
a "bronze" kneeling boy. Size: 7.5 in.
29 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FORGET
1,000.00 CAD
ME NOT TRINKET BOX
22 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN OVAL
BASKET

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Vanity mirror with floral
application. Size: 10.5 in.
550.00 CAD
40 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN TRINKET
BOX LOT (4)

-First period 18651889 impressed banner mark. Modelled
around a three strand base, with gnarled
twig handles, decorated with lustrous
flowers and leaves. Some loss to the
flowers. Size: 4 x 8.5 in.
100.00 CAD

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. A lidded trinket box, the
-lot comprised of a
base moulded and applied with leaves, the
lidded hand painted trinket box with a
box and cover encrusted with flowers. Some
sleeping baby on top (6th period green
loss to the flowers. Size: 3 x 3 in.
mark), a forget me not lidded trinket box
130.00 CAD
(marking is rubbed off), a small lidded
trinket box encrusted with flowers (2nd
period black mark) and a star form brooch
with floral applications.
200.00 CAD
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41 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
NAUTILUS LOT (3)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Three nautical
theme pieces with shell and coral motif.
Size: 8.5 in. (and smaller)
160.00 CAD

49 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
SEAHORSE SPILLS (2)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A figural seahorse spill
with gadroon border and a seahorse and
shell spill. Size: 4.25 x 5 in.
350.00 CAD
50 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN SHELL
SALTS IN CASE

42 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FLY
MATCHBOX

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. The insect modelled
crouching on an oval base, with striker lid.
Size: 2.5 x 5 in.
750.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A pair of open shell salts
with pink coral highlights contained in
velvet lined box.
220.00 CAD

57 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN DOLPHIN
CANDLESTICK

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. The cherub modelled seated on
a dolphin, the tail forming the handle,
heightened in pink, blue and gilt, with shellmoulded drip pan. Rim has been repaired.
Size: 7.75 in.
500.00 CAD
-First period black mark, 18631890. Cob lustre on circular foot. Size: 8 in.
240.00 CAD

59 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN ECHINUS
TEAPOT

55 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "ONION"
SPILL VASE
-First period red
mark, 1863-1890. Teapot with coral handle,
spout and base, coloured in turquoise and
gilt. Size: 4 in.
750.00 CAD

45 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN HONEY
POT WITH LID

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Basketweave hive moulded
with bees amongst grasses picked out in
naturalistic 375.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A quadruple specimen
vase, the four spherical bodies printed in
blue with a spider, shrimp and turtle
amongst flowers below gilt lined necks and
rims. Size: 3.5 x 3.75 in.
260.00 CAD

54 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN THISTLE
BUD VASE

43 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
INSTITUTE WARE PLATES (5)

-First period black mark, 1863-1890. A set
of five plates with pink and gilt highlights
in a swirl pattern. Size: 7.5 in.
130.00 CAD

56 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
SPECIMAN VASE

-First period black mark, 18631890. Iridescent aqua and lavender
highlights with brown and green coloration
to the base. Size: 9 in.
700.00 CAD

60 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN TULIP
VASE

-First period black mark, 18631890. With three tulips surrounding a larger
one on a basket weave circular base with
black printed mark. Height: 12.5 in.
300.00 CAD
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60A - BELLEEK PORCELAIN OVAL
TWIG BASKET

-First period, 18651889 impressed banner mark. Modelled
around a three strand base, with gnarled
twig handles, decorated with lustrous
flowers and leaves. Has been repaired. Size:
3.75 x 9 in.
130.00 CAD
61 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN SPIDER
WEB PLATES (3)

-two First period black
mark, 1863-1890 and a Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. A trio of scalloped-edged
plates with bamboo and cherry blossoms
and a central design of a spider in its web.
Size: 9.25 in. (and smaller)
550.00 CAD
62 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN GLOBE
AMPHORA VASE

-First period black mark,
1863-1990. Spherical font, with raised
diamond decoration, set on three paw legs
over the tripartite base. Height: 12 in.
375.00 CAD
63 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN CELTIC
LOW TEA SET (7)

65 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN DOLPHIN 76 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FRAMED
SPILL VASE
LITHOPHANE

-First period black mark, 18631890. Figural vase with the body of the
dolphin intertwined with the vase. Size: 8.5
in.
750.00 CAD

-Belleek porcelain Child
and Old Man with a Harp, fitted in a lighted
frame. Early 1900's. Overall size: 13.5 x
10.5 in.
80.00 CAD

68 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN VASE
LOT (3)

77 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "LILY"
BASKET

-Third period black
mark, 1926-1946. Assembled grouping of
-First period black mark,
three spill vases including a dolphin spill,
1863-1890.
Painted
in opalescent colours of
hand painted tulip spill and a Nile spill vase.
green,
pink
and
purple,
with applied flowers
Size: 7.25 in. (and smaller)
and
tulip
bulb
handles.
Size:
8.5 in.
280.00 CAD
550.00 CAD
73 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN TULIP
VASE

-Second black mark, 1891-1926.
With a central tulip vase surrounded by
three further flowers, leaves and buds,
basketweave-moulded base, boldly
heightened in pink and green. Height: 12.5
in.
350.00 CAD

84 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "JACK
AT SHORE" TRINKET BOX

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Figural lid depicting boy
sitting at the dock. Size: 5.5 x 6.5 in.
475.00 CAD
85 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "CRATE"
BISCUIT BOX AND COVER

75 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FRAMED
LITHOPHANE
-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Straw-moulded and
bound by string. Size: 4 x 7.5 x 5 in.
300.00 CAD

-Third period black
mark, 1926-1946. Comprised of two
teacups and saucers, two bread and butter
plates and a covered bowl.
425.00 CAD

-Belleek porcelain
Madonna, Child and Angel, fitted in a
lighted frame. Early 1900's. Overall size:
13.25 x 13.25 in.
Estimate: 150.00 - 225.00 CAD
220.00 CAD
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86 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN BUST OF
LORD JAMES BUTLER

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Parian bust of Lord James
Butler. Size: 12 in.
475.00 CAD

90 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
NAUTILUS LOT (3)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Three nautilus theme
porcelain pieces including two shell cream
jugs with coral and a shell and coral soap
dish. Size: 5.25 x 7 in. (and smaller)
200.00 CAD
91 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN SHELL
PLATEAU

87 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"BITTERN" CENTREPIECE

88 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN ROCK
SPILL GROUP (3)

92 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"ECHINUS" TEAPOT

-embossed stamp on
base - most likely second period, 18911926.
280.00 CAD

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. A pair of menu
card holders, with applied sunflowers and
branches. Size: 3 x 2.5 in.
180.00 CAD
98 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN MARINE
JUG

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. A large cob lustre
shell supported by a coral base. Size: 8.25 x
10 in.
170.00 CAD
94 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN SHELL
DISH PAIR (2)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. A rare Thistle
Dejeuner set including a tea pot, three cups
and saucers and a sugar and cream pitcher
each with pink highlighted rims.
475.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Gilded shell on pink coral
sugar bowl. The other is cob lustre with an
impressed mark on the base. Size: 4 x 7 in.
325.00 CAD
97 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FLOWERED MENU HOLDERS (2)

93 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"IMPERIAL" SHELL BOWL

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926,. A pair of rock spill
vases, one highlighted in pink, the other in
green. -Fifth period green mark, 1955-1965.
A larger rock spill vase in yellow
highlights. Size: 9 in. (and smaller)
50.00 CAD
89 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"THISTLE" TEA SET (9)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. With highly decorative
base piece and attached top plate. Top plate
has been repaired. Size: 9.25 in.
400.00 CAD
96 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN SHELL
SUGAR BOWLS (2)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Shell and coral moulded,
heightened in pink and blue. Size: 4.5 x 12
x 10 in.
200.00 CAD
-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Partially glazed parian ware,
modelled with three birds standing on a
rock and wave moulded base, supporting a
pierced bowl (bowl may have been
restored). Size: 11.5 in.
3,250.00 CAD

95 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN PRINCE
OF WALES CENTREPIECE

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A pair of pink
highlighted shell design oblong dishes.
With cob lustre blue coral base. Size: 8.25
in.
150.00 CAD
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-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. With applied coral detail
and decorated in pink. Size: 7.5 in.
200.00 CAD
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99 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
NAUTICAL GROUP (6)

104 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN MIXED
TEA SET (21)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Assembled
grouping of pink decorated porcelain pieces
including spill vases, menu holder, cream
jug, footed bowl and a condiment bowl.
375.00 CAD

-Second period black mark,
1891-1926. Assembled grouping of an
assortment of Belleek patterns, all with
green highlights. Lot includes a large
serving tray, two teapots, various teacups
100 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN MARINE and saucers.
700.00 CAD
VASE
105 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FRAMED LITHOPHANE

-Second period black vase,
1891-1926. Modelled with six shells around
a central shell, coral-moulded base
heightened in yellow. Size: 11.5 in.
425.00 CAD
101 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"NEPTUNE" TRAY

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Large tray with
scrolling wave form rim with yellow
highlights. Size: 17 in.
150.00 CAD

108 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"PRINCE ARTHUR" VASE

-likely First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Footed urn form with
scrolling handles and applied clusters of
flowers. Slight loss to one flower. Size: 9.75
in.
120.00 CAD
109 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
THISTLE VASE PAIR

-Belleek porcelain
Woman at the Wall, fitted in a lighted
frame. Early 1900's. Overall size: 13.75 x
12.5 in.
150.00 CAD

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. With large central thistle
form vase atop a stand adorned with three
smaller vases and applied with floral and
foliate decoration. Size: 9 in.
280.00 CAD

106 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FRAMED LITHOPHANE

110 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN PIANO
CANDLESTICK

102 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
DOLPHIN COMPORT

-Belleek porcelain
Child Looking in the Mirror, fitted in a
lighted frame. Early 1900's. Overall size: 11
x 11.5 in.
-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Shell shaped low comport 220.00 CAD
supported on a tri dolphin base. Size: 3.75 x
107 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
9.5 in.
"FERMANAGH" PARTIAL TEA SET
170.00 CAD
(8)

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. A very rare candlestick with
cartouches of floral sprays, gilt and
turquoise decoration and lion's head relief.
Minor repair to one top rim bead. Size: 8.5
in.
1,300.00 CAD
111 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
MUSTACHE CUP AND SAUCER

-second and third
-First period black
period black marks (1891-1946), assembled mark, 1863-1890. In the Echinus pattern.
grouping of pieces in the Fermanagh pattern 160.00 CAD
including a vase, teapot, two cups and
several plates.
1,300.00 CAD
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112 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"SCROLL" TEA SET (3)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Set comprised of a
teapot, open cream and sugar.
280.00 CAD
113 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN PLATE
LOT (2)

120 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN OVAL
COVERED BASKET

125 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN ERNE
VASE

-Third period 19211954 impressed banner mark. Modelled
around a three strand base, with gnarled
twig handles and finial, profusely decorated
with lustrous flowers and leaves. Size: 5.5 x
8.25 in.
650.00 CAD

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Cob lustre with pouring
lip. Size: 7 in.
90.00 CAD

122 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"VENUS" STATUE

126 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN VASES
(2)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A cob lustre rectangle
serving dish and a cabinet plate with painted
scene of Armstrong coat of arms. Size: 9.25
in. (and smaller)
180.00 CAD
114 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
SPECIMAN VASE

-first period museum piece,
Crouching Venus with partial gold gilt. One
finger has been repaired. Size: 18 in.
1,100.00 CAD
123 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"FINNER" JARDINIERE

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A quadruple specimen
vase, the four spherical bodies printed in
blue with a spider, shrimp and turtle
amongst flowers below gilt lined necks and
rims. Size:3.5 x 3.75 in.
325.00 CAD
116 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"BASKET" HIGH COMPORT

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. cob lustre pedestal
comport with pierced and gilded rims.
"Bonis Omnia Bona" printed in the centre.
Size: 5 in.
150.00 CAD

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. With double coral
handles and applied floral decoration. Some
loss to the flowers. Size: 6.75 x 11.5 in.
325.00 CAD
124 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
NAUTILUS GROUP (7)

-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Assembled grouping
comprised of three coral and shell vases
(one is unmarked), a Victoria vase, two
cardiums on coral bowls and a lidded shell
bowl.
600.00 CAD
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-Second period black mark, 1891-1926. An
Island Vase, pedestal vase with green and
gilt highlights. Size: 8.75 in. -A Moor Vase
with green highlights. Size: 6 in.
260.00 CAD
127 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
THISTLE VASE

-unmarked Thistle vase in cob
lustre. Size: 10.25 in.
160.00 CAD
130 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"PRINCESS" VASE PAIR

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Cob lustre with
floral application. Some loss to the flowers
and a small crack in the rim of one vase.
Size: 9 in.
130.00 CAD
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131 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"AMPHORA" VASE PAIR

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Each raised on
three cloven feet on a triform base. Size:
10.25 in.
425.00 CAD
132 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
PARTIAL TEA SERVICE (3)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Assembled grouping
comprised of two small tea pots, one with
gilt trim and a coral base and a coral base
sugar bowl. All in the Echinus pattern. Size:
4.75 x 6.5 in.
475.00 CAD
133 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"DIANA" VASE

135 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"BELGIUM HAWKER" PAIR

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Footed statue of a
Continental man with a basket and cane
with a matching woman. Size: 7 in.
550.00 CAD
136 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
PARTIAL TEA SERVICE (7)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Assembled grouping
comprised of a small Thorn pattern teapot
and three teacups and saucers in the
Artichoke pattern. Teapot size: 4.25 x 7.5
in.
220.00 CAD

139 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
INSTITUTE CREAMERS (2)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A pair of cream jugs with
seahorse shaped handle and embossed
seaweed on lower part, one has pink detail.
Size: 3.25 in.
240.00 CAD
140 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
BAMBOO BISCUIT JAR

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Lidded biscuit jar with
ribbon and bow detail. Size: 5.25 in.
130.00 CAD
141 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN FROG
VASE

137 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
CANDLESTICKS (2)

-Second period black mark,
1891-1926. Cob lustre pedestal vase with
pierced scrollwork handles. Height: 9.5 in.
160.00 CAD
134 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
PARTIAL TEA SERVICE (4)

-Third period black
mark, 1926-1946. A pair of cob lustre
candlesticks with floral application. Size:
5.5 in.
150.00 CAD
138 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
INKSTAND APPLE

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Assembled grouping
comprised of two teapots in graduated sizes
and two covered sugar bowls. All in the
Limpet pattern. Size: 4.5 x 7.5 in.
260.00 CAD

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A rare two piece inkstand
with green hand painted fruit leaves. Size:
5.25 in.
650.00 CAD
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-Second period black
mark, 1891-1926. Cob lustre figural frog
vase. Size: 5 x 4.5 in.
60.00 CAD
142 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN HONEY
POT WITH LID

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Basketweave hive moulded
with bees amongst grasses picked out in
naturalistic colors, raised on a three-legged
table base. Size: 6 in.
220.00 CAD
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143 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FLOWERED SPILLS (2)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Two cob lustre
spills with floral application and three legs.
Size: 4.5 in. (and smaller)
100.00 CAD
144 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
PARTIAL TEA SERVICE (3)

-First period black
mark. Assembled grouping comprised of a
Thorn pattern teapot, milk jug and teacup.
150.00 CAD
146 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
TRIDACNA SERVING TRAY

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. A rectangle tray with
overlapped handles and gilt decoration.
Size: 15.5 in.
220.00 CAD
147 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN THORN
TEA SET (4)

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890,. Lot comprised of a
teapot, creamer and two open sugar.
475.00 CAD

148 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN LYRE
WALL POCKET

-First period black mark,
1863-1890. Cob lustre lyre flanked by
swans on each side, with gilt decoration.
Size: 8.5 in.
280.00 CAD

154 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN OVAL
COVERED BASKET

-Third period,19211954 impressed banner mark. Modelled
around a four strand base, with gnarled twig
handles and finial, profusely decorated with
lustrous flowers and leaves. Size: 7 x 13 in.
2,250.00 CAD
155 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
"GRASS" GROUP (14)

149 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN
MUSTACHE CUP AND SAUCER

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Washed in pale pink, gilt
rims in the Echinus pattern.
220.00 CAD
150 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN TEA
TRAY

-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Oval shape Echinus
pattern. Size: 15.5 in.
200.00 CAD
151 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "LACE"
TEAPOT AND CREAMER (3)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. A tri footed teapot
and creamer with saucer. Size: 5 x 7 in.
425.00 CAD
153 - BELLEEK PORCELAIN "CONE"
TEA SET (8)

-Second period
black mark, 1891-1926. Partial tea service
comprised of a Cone tea kettle with
butterscotch tint, four tea cups and three
saucers.
700.00 CAD
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-First period black
mark, 1863-1890. Assembled grouping
comprised of a large serving tray, teapot,
cream and sugar bowls, one teacup and
several plates. Various colours.
600.00 CAD
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Auction Report
- Some exceptional items of Belleek on eBay
GARLAND URN VASE 3-CUPID BASE
Good condition, but with some nicks &
cracks commensurate with age & with old
restoration at base [Ed: quite a lot of
restoration to this rare piece]…Height 15.5"
Sold for: US$755, EBay seller: tj760
Period: First Black
Vase, center piece
Small chip on bottom of base
…around 10” high
Sold for: US$490, EBay seller: albeabc
Period: First Black (No.4)
TRIPOD VASE
BON ÉTAT MAIS VOIR LÉGER FÊLE A
UN PIED ET MINUSCULES TÂCHES AU
COL
Sold for: euro50, EBay seller: kentineko
Period: First Black
Group of Greyhounds
Limited Edition 50
Sold for: US$700, EBay seller: maggie73063
Period: Special 160th Anniversary Back Stamp
Altered 'TURNIP SPILL VASE"
Has been altered …top filed down &
smoothed over …also hair line crack down
side about 1”
Sold for: US$142.50, EBay seller: bennetcottage
Period: First Black
PORCELAIN JUG
…small firing line to top of handle &
shoulder - a foot chip & couple of pin head
nibbles
Sold for: £81, EBay seller: jayoemms
Period: First Black

Sea creatures spoon warmer?
…a hairline to shell section …reminds me of
Belleek no idea of maker
Sold for: £5.73 EBay seller: nigedobs
Period: NOT BELLEEK – but British Victorian
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BUD VASE
FIRST CLASS CONDITION
Sold for: £50, EBay seller: angelduf_7
Period: First Black
Table Centre [Top Right]
No chips or cracks
Sold for: £102, EBay seller: redfee63
Period: Second Black
Triple Flower Holder [Right]
…damaged on rim edge …plus small
firing flaw along front edge
Sold for: £101, EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
FLYING FISH CONCH SHELL
SPILL VASE
IS ANTIQUE AND WILL HAVE
AGE RELATED WEAR ...VERY
GOOD CONDITION WITH NO
CHIPS OR CRACKS
Sold for: £264
EBay seller: savoyantiques15
Period: First Black
JUG / PITCHER PINK TINGED
hairline on pouring lip has been
repaired and requires painting. 6.5"
high.
Sold for: £71
EBay seller: kezkel58
Period: Second Black
ERNE BASKET
SOLD AS FOUND …SMALL
CRACK ON HANDLE …5.25"
HIGH
Sold for: £77, EBay seller: mpw1940
Period: Second Black
5 inch flowered vase
displays well despite the damaged
flowers ….missing ribbon
Sold for: US$129.49
EBay seller: pinguyfl
Period: Third Black
PINK LOTUS WATER LILY EGG
CUP
in pink & cream white ...could be an
egg cup 2 7/8" tall. Condition is
excellent
Sold for: US$37.75, EBay seller:
bmkantiques
Period: Willets
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lattice pedestal bowl
Many small flowers have
tiny chips …needs a good
clean
Sold for: £191
EBay seller: branneysattic
Period: Third Black
Rose Card Holder
Condition is spectacular
Sold for: US$467.50
EBay seller: kcfinder
Period: First Black
Henshall Basket
Excellent Condition
Sold for: US$157.50
EBay seller: diverseblend2
Period: 4 Strand
Forget Me Not Trinket
loss to the top of lid …&
three minor losses on
flowers. Apart from that, all
good.
Sold for: £130
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
SHELL CENTREPIECE
…restoration to rino shell
& couple of shells
Sold for: £25, EBay seller:
petersantiquesandcollectables
Period: First Black
Pair Seaweed Salt
Dishes & Small Shell
Spoons
…salt dishes with green &
purple lustre ...miniature
small shell salt spoons
…excellent condition
Sold for: £118.66, EBay seller: glad-findings, Period: First Black
Belleek Egg
[Ed: No condition
report, but
interesting this
holder has an egg]
Sold for: AU$25, EBay seller: colc6226.cihgvoejn, Period: 1940-50s
OPEN SALT DISH SHELL CORAL
…perfect condition
Sold for: US$40.99, EBay seller: bingomoneyforme
Period: First Black
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IRONSTONE FOOTBATH
…FORM OF A BARREL
WITH HANDLES …20” x
13” …ONE HANDLE HAS
CHIP, THERE IS
ALLOVER CRAZING
…SOME TEA STAINING
Sold for: US$595
EBay seller: animalworks
Period: First Black
jelly mould
…7” x 3”, 3 tiers …No
cracks or damage. Normal age
condition
Sold for: £76, EBay seller: whiteharbour
Period: First Black
Trivet White Vine on Blue w/
Irish Wolfhound & Harp
7" across …is missing the feet
…some minor wear and some
factory finish blemishes
Sold for: US$149.95, EBay seller: kevarm
Period: First Black
EARTHENWARE TEAPOT
STAND
…used condition with crazing …7”,
sits on 3 bun feet
Sold for: £280, EBay seller: Voguelife
Period: First Black
Basket Weave Pattern Plate
…green rim …small nick to
underside of rim …9 1/4"
Sold for: US$125, EBay seller:
Nceantiqueswntd
Period: First Black (No.118)
Greek Pattern Plate
…green/turquoise detailing to the rim
Monogrammed 'CEO'. Good undamaged
condition
Sold for: £59, EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
CRESTED CUP & SAUCER
…extensive gold trim with black accents.
Condition is excellent
Sold for: US$455.74, EBay seller: yawningbear,
Period: First Black (No.253)
Plate & Saucer
…excellent condition
Sold for: £22.55, EBay seller:
henrywcurran2012, Period: Second Black (bone china)
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Octagonal Cup & Saucer
Ivory & lustre colour with gilt trim. Fan
design with pink transfer geometric
pattern, handle has gilt cross …No
chips, cracks, crazing
Sold for: £296, EBay seller: kryx7
Period: Second Black (No.378)
LACE CUP & SAUCER
…decorated with pink & extensive
gold highlights …cup interior is fully
gilded …mint condition
Sold for: US$500, EBay seller: sirmioni
Period: First Black (No.6-No.2 combo)
Hexagon Tea Pot
…excellent condition …2 minuscule
nibbles on outer rim where lid inserts
Sold for: £212.70, EBay seller: kryx7 Period:
Second Black
Grass Pattern Jug
…great condition …Gilding slightly
rubbed.
Sold for: £33, EBay seller: kryx7
Period: First Black (No.2)
Plate [Hexagon]
Mint condition
Sold for: £56, EBay seller: terryuk85
Period: Second Black
GOLD FLOWER …BAMBOO
HANDLE TEAPOT
GOLD EMBELLISHMENT AND
LITTLE BLUE FLOWERS …
BROKEN LID HAS BEEN BADLY
MENDED
Sold for: £141
EBay seller: milobec1966
Period: First Black (No.5)
Sugar Bowl
…Perfect condition
Sold for: £30.63, EBay seller: stokomelan, Period: Second Black
THORN " CUP & SAUCER
…cup has CHIP on edge …saucer in excellent condition
Sold for: US$191.32, EBay seller: bennetcottage, Period: First Black (No.2)
INSTITUTE Cup & Saucer …pink …narrow gold edge ...No chips,
cracks, or loss to decoration.
Sold for: US$77.09, EBay seller: melsch, Period: Second Black
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Echinus Kettle 'Batchelor
Sized'
…6” x 5”…small area of
restoration
Sold for: £169, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: First Black
Coral Teapot
Finely modelled …slight chip to
knob on lid …also chip to inside
rim. 4.75” high
Sold for: £59, EBay seller:
regency_house, Period: First Black
High Lily Teapot
…green highlights …for retailer
Feeney & Co Buenos Aires …lid
is missing …very tiny chip on
spout
Sold for: US$57, EBay seller:
antiquesplus4u, Period: Second Black
Blarney Tea Pot
small area of restoration to spout
Sold for: £149, EBay seller:
victormeldrew, Period: Second Black
Oriental Blanc De Chine
Dragon Teapot
…lid sort of fits but it doesn't
seem to be the right one …chip
on one front paw
Sold for: £75 (Buy it Now)
EBay seller: jewelscollectingdust
Period: Unmarked
SCROLL CUP & SAUCER
…with rope style handle & pink
highlights. Condition excellent
Sold for: US$127.50, EBay seller:
yawningbear, Period: Second Black
Limpet Cup & Saucer
Condition: Excellent
Sold for: US$170.50, EBay seller: pburkelakeland, Period: Second Black
CREAMER/ SAUCE BOAT
…impressed BELEEK [SIC] on the foot-rim …with lustre glaze & pink
lustre …no damage or repairs
Sold for: £77, EBay seller: robinhoodway, Period: First Black
CUP & SAUCER …AQUA BLUE NEPTUNE
attractively finished with gold painted gilded rims [no condition report]
Sold for: £49.99, EBay seller: true_spartan, Period: Second Black
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LIMPET GOLD TRIM TWO
TONED PINK DEMITASSE
SAUCER
Excellent Condition
Sold for: US$34.95, EBay seller:
cobblestone-glass-and-porcelain
Period: Third Black {No.111A]
ART DECO LIMPET SUGAR
CONDITION VERY GOOD
Sold for: £85, EBay seller: blubberlover
Period: First Green
NEPTUNE CUP & SAUCER,
HAND PAINTED FLORALS
GOLD
…with red roses, blue forget-me-nots
and other blossoms highlighted by
extensive gold highlights ... in mint
condition
Sold for: US$431, EBay seller: sirmioni
Period: Second Black
Flower Pattern Serving Plate
Lovely condition. 10” across.
Sold for: £217, EBay seller:
barrydowding1, Period: Third Black
(No.153)
Serving plate Celtic Ring handle
…in reds and greens. No chips or cracks.
Sold for: US$144.50, EBay seller: the-antique-company
Period: Third Black
ART DECO
BASKETWEAVE CUP &
SAUCER PLATE
No chips or cracks. Some
losses to silver paint.
Sold for: US$399.95
EBay seller: preservedpast
Period: Third Black (No.153)
"CELTIC" SIDE PLATE
In good condition
Sold for: £35
EBay seller: grange126
Period: Third Black
"CELTIC" COFFEE or
CHOCOLATE 11 PIECE
SET
COFFEE POT, CREAM,
SUGAR, 4 CUPS & SAUCERS …A GLAZING SPOT ON SPOUT OF
COFFEE POT …ONE CUP HAS A SMALL CHIP ON RIM,
Sold for: US$565, EBay seller: bennetcottage, Period: Second & Third Black
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3 x CRESTED WARE ITEMS
NEWRY, PORTRUSH &
BELFAST …ONE HANDLE
BROKEN OFF BELFAST TYG
…OTHERWISE ALL IN
GOOD CONDITION
Sold for: £184.21, EBay seller:
blubberlover, Period: Second Black
1908 FRANCO BRITISH EXHIBITION
SOUVENIR DISHES
DISHES APPROX 4 5/8" AND 6"
…LARGER DISH BROKEN INTO 3 & GLUE
REPAIRED & SMALLER ONE HAS A VERY
TINY CHIP TO UNDERSIDE
Sold for: £137, EBay seller: blubberlover
Period: Second Black
Leprechaun
…sitting on a toadstool with his pot of gold
…Excellent condition
Sold for: US$103.50
EBay seller: seashore-antiques
Period: Second Black
Jug
Crest for Scotland really good condition
Sold for: £69.50, EBay seller: kay*2012
Period: Second Black
dairy cream pot Belgravia Dairy
Super mint con
Sold for: £122, EBay seller: jewelgemma
Period: Second Black
Crested China Vase LARNE
Perfect condition
Sold for: £83
EBay seller: rsahorncastle
Period: Second Black
3-handled Jug Crested - Ayrshire
Good condition
Sold for: £27
EBay seller: xendragon
Period: Second Black
Drinking Cup with Flowers
used but in excellent shape
Sold for: US$45
EBay seller: jim_hockey_cards
Period: Ott & Brewer
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And Finally...
In the spirit of remembrance and the commemoration of
the Pottery's foundation, we have overlooked one of the
Pottery's founders, who is buried not far away, near his
family home at Castle Caldwell. Let's try to correct this.
The man is of course John Caldwell Bloomfield - here
is his grave - the picture (right) was taken in 1999 and
it shows that the plaque in front of his monument is
damaged - it is almost completely missing from its
plinth. It had been put in place two years earlier in
1997 when the Pottery celebrated both its 140th
anniversary and the centenary of Bloomfield's death.
There is a major problem here. In recent years, the commemorative
plaque has been put in place twice, but each time, not soon
afterwards, it was vandalised or stolen. The grave's location is on
the old Castle Caldwell estate, not far from the ruin of Bloomfield's
house, next to the now ruined chapel of the Caldwell family. The
forest park, as it is now, is managed by the Northern Ireland Forest
service and is open to public access - it is therefore almost
impossible to protect the isolated grave from determined or even
casual attacks by vandals. The picture on the left, from 2006 before
the plaque was replaced yet again in 2007, shows the damage.

We are just as determined as the vandals! There is a new version of
the plaque which was being kept in a cupboard under the stairs at the
Pottery as reinstating it would surely have lead to its being destroyed
yet again.
Shown here (above) is Fergus showing the plaque to Chris, the Plaque itself and the pair of them - with flagrant
disregard for the rules on moving heavy objects up steep slippery stairs - struggling to get the plaque up to the
Collectors' Room - if it can't be in its proper place, at least it's somewhere we can all see it!
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